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In accordance with the “Order on Remand” issued by the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission (“Commission” or “FERC”) on October 19, 2007,1 as well as its

“Order on Rehearing and Motions for Clarification and Accounting” issued on November

20, 2008,2 the California Independent System Operator Corporation (“ISO”) hereby

submits this updated compliance report detailing the “preparatory rerun” process

undertaken by the ISO as described in Amendment No. 51 to the ISO Tariff and its

various status reports filed in these proceedings.

The ISO filed its original preparatory rerun compliance report on October 6, 2004

in Docket No. EL03-746-000 pursuant to the Commission’s February 3, 2004 “Order

Granting Clarification and Granting and Denying Rehearing.”3 In that report, the ISO

explained the process for making the preparatory rerun adjustments, the interactions it

had with market participants during the preparatory rerun process, including the process

for resolving disputes relating to the preparatory rerun, and its process for verifying the

results of the preparatory rerun. This updated report contains all of the information

included in the original report, along with relevant updates. The main update is the

inclusion of information on adjustments to the preparatory rerun data, made after the

filing of the original report, based on the resolution of several disputes brought under the

alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) procedures in the ISO tariff. With the completion

of calculations relating to these matters, all outstanding preparatory rerun calculations

have been completed.4

1
121 FERC ¶ 61,067 (2007) (“October 2007 Order”).

2
125 FERC ¶ 61,214 (2008) (“November 20 Order”).

3
106 FERC ¶61,099 (2004) (“February 3 Order”).

4
Assuming that no future Commission or appellate rulings require the ISO to re-do particular

calculations.
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As with the original report, attached to this filing is a spreadsheet that displays

the “results” of the preparatory rerun, i.e., the financial impact of the preparatory rerun

for each market participant.5 In the original report, the ISO requested that the

Commission defer ruling on the preparatory rerun process and results until the ISO files

with the Commission its final refund rerun compliance filing. However, given the

requirement that the ISO provide this filing in order to allow for the distribution of

outstanding principal amounts to governmental entities, as set forth in the October 19

and November 20 Orders, the ISO is no longer requesting that the Commission defer

ruling on this filing.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Need for the Preparatory Rerun

On March 26, 2003, the Commission issued an order in the California refund

proceeding (Docket Nos. EL00-95-045, et al.) in which it approved, with certain

modifications, findings of fact made by Presiding Administrative Law Judge

Birchman. These findings concerned the calculation of refunds, and the process of

reaching a final accounting of “who owes what to whom” with respect to transactions

made in the ISO and California Power Exchange (“PX”) spot markets during the

period October 2, 2000 through June 20, 2001 (the “Refund Period”).6 The

Commission directed the ISO to commence a final rerun of its settlements and billing

system in order to apply the Commission-mandated refund methodology.

While the hearing process in the refund proceeding was ongoing, however, it

5
See Attachment A to this filing.

6
San Diego Gas & Electric Co., et al., 102 FERC ¶ 61,317 (2003) (“March 26 Order”).
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became clear to the ISO that, prior to this “final” rerun of its settlements and billing

system, it would be best to establish an accurate “baseline” transaction database

against which to apply the Commission-mandated mitigation methodology. That is, the

ISO believed that it would be most efficient and accurate to perform the Commission-

mandated refund rerun against a transactional baseline that reflected the most recent

and accurate information available to the ISO. In order to establish an accurate

baseline database, the ISO determined that a number of “preparatory” settlement

adjustments and reruns should be performed prior to beginning the refund rerun.

These adjustments and reruns would be aimed at incorporating into the ISO's

transactional database a number of outstanding items.

B. Amendment No. 51 and The Need for Wall-Off

On April 25, 2003, the ISO filed proposed Amendment No. 51 to the ISO Tariff.7

Therein, the ISO explained that, in order to ensure that the data used in the refund rerun

was the most accurate available, as well as to ensure proper cost responsibility for the

trade dates prior to the Refund Period, it planned to conduct preparatory adjustments

and reruns of its settlements system, in which it would account for approximately 18

issues. These issues included, among others, correcting under-reported meter data,

implementing the effect of settlements reached through the ADR procedures – in

particular the initial phase known as Good Faith Negotiations (“GFN”) – and

implementing corrections relating to energy exchange transactions entered into with

other control areas during the Refund Period.8

7
A copy of Amendment No. 51 is included with this filing as Attachment B.

8
Amendment No. 51 to the ISO Tariff, Transmittal Letter at 2. Although all of the issues proposed

in Amendment No. 51 involve adjustments to Trading Days during the Refund Period, some of the issues
also involve adjustments to Trading Days prior to the Refund Period, in certain instances as far back as
1998. Therefore, the period covered by the preparatory rerun is larger than the Refund Period.
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The ISO explained, however, that certain amendments to the ISO tariff were

necessary in order to accomplish this goal, because the ISO tariff as it was then

structured was not compatible with the resolution of the preparatory adjustments and

reruns. The tariff provided that charges and adjustments for past trading days should

be added to current trade month settlement statements and invoices. The ISO

explained that placing the charges from past periods that it planned to address in these

preparatory reruns and adjustments on current trade month statements would cause

several problems. To avoid these problems, the ISO proposed several tariff

modifications in order to completely separate (i.e., “wall off”) the invoicing and

settlement processes for the preparatory rerun from the invoicing and settlement

process that is used to clear the current ISO markets. Also, in order to address

concerns that the deadline under the ISO tariff, of eight-business-days for filing disputes,

would not allow market participants sufficient time to review the extensive number of

statements that they would receive during the preparatory rerun process, the ISO

proposed to (1) provide market participants with settlement detail files for all settlement

statements produced in the preparatory rerun; and (2) communicate regularly with

market participants regarding the issues that would be included in the preparatory rerun.

In answers to comments and protests on Amendment No. 51, the ISO also proposed to

extend the dispute period for preparatory rerun statements from eight to 15 business

days. Also, in some instances market participants requested, and were given,

additional time by the ISO to complete their review of the individual settlement

statements.
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C. June 13 Order

On June 13, 2003, the Commission issued an order in which it concluded that

the ISO had not shown Amendment No. 51, as presented, to be just and reasonable.

103 FERC ¶ 61,331 (2003) (“June 13 Order”). Specifically, the Commission expressed

concern that the ISO had not fully explained and clarified the preparatory rerun process,

along with the adjustments involved therein. The Commission therefore conditionally

accepted and suspended Amendment No. 51 for five months, and directed the ISO to

submit a compliance filing to explain and justify each issue that it proposed to adjust in

the preparatory rerun, as well as to explain in greater detail how it intended to allocate

any amounts it could not recover from one customer to other customers, detail the

separation process that it planned to implement regarding the walling-off of invoices,

and provide a detailed explanation of how Market Participants could dispute the re-run

assessments, including when the dispute period would begin.

D. July 3 Compliance Filing

On July 3, 2003, the ISO filed the compliance filing required by the June 13

Order. Therein, the ISO provided detailed information with respect to each of the 17

issues9 that it planned to address in the preparatory rerun.10 This information consisted

of, for each issue, an explanation of the proposed change, the trading days range

affected, the estimated dollar impact of the issue, the ISO charge types that would

potentially be affected, and the method of allocating the effects of the change. The ISO

9
Although the ISO originally planned to address 18 issues in the preparatory rerun subsequent to

the filing of Amendment No. 51, the ISO determined that one of the changes was a de minimis manual
adjustment that only applied to one hour, and therefore, did not need to be included in the preparatory
rerun.

10
For ease of reference, included with this filing as Attachment C is a copy of Attachment A to the

July 3 compliance filing, which provides details on each of the 17 issues that the ISO planned to address
in the preparatory rerun.
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explained that some of the adjustments would involve automated, full settlement

system recalculations, while others would consist of manual uploads into the

settlements system, and that although the ISO would be able to isolate the impacts of

the manual uploads from the automated uploads, as well as to isolate the impact of

each of the manual uploads from other manual uploads, it could not separate or isolate

the effects of one automated calculation from another automated calculation.

On the issue of wall-off, the ISO noted that a number of scheduling coordinators

who participated during the Refund Period had filed for bankruptcy, and some of those

would not pay invoices. Each of the 17 issues that the ISO planned to address in the

preparatory rerun involved at least one market participant that declared bankruptcy.

The ISO maintained that it would not be appropriate to commingle charges to these

bankrupt market participants with settlements covering current trade months, because

any defaults would be spread to the current market creditors, including some who did

not participate during the Refund Period. Moreover, as the ISO explained in its original

Amendment No. 51 filing, the large sums of money involved in the preparatory rerun

would likely disrupt the current month's and subsequent months’ market clearing.

With respect to disputes, the ISO explained that market participants would be

permitted to dispute preparatory rerun statements using the then-existing provisions of

the ISO tariff. However, because of the large volume of statements that the ISO

planned to publish during the preparatory rerun, the dispute deadline would be

extended from eight business days to 15 business days. The ISO maintained that this

dispute window should begin to run upon the ISO’s publishing of statements to

Scheduling Coordinators, instead of the date on which Scheduling Coordinators' clients

receive their statements.
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E. November 14 Order

On November 14, 2003, the Commission issued an order addressing the ISO's

July 3 compliance filing. 105 FERC ¶ 61,203 (2003) (“November 14 Order”). Therein,

the Commission accepted the ISO's wall-off proposal, as well as all of the issues that

the ISO proposed to include in the preparatory rerun, except for two. Specifically, the

Commission denied the ISO's proposed adjustment relating to the issue of revision of

unavailable ancillary services (Issue No. 13), ruling that such adjustment concerned

the “double billing” issue set for resolution in the Commission's show cause

proceeding.11 The Commission also deferred ruling on the ISO's proposed billing

adjustment relating to disputes filed by Williams concerning improper payment for

dispatched energy and miscalculation of energy settlements (Issue No. 9) until after

the Commission assessed the November 11, 2002, settlement agreement entered

into between Williams and certain California entities, and its possible impact on rates,

terms and conditions of service. The Commission accepted the ISO's proposal to

extend the dispute deadline for preparatory rerun settlement statements, but

concluded that a 30-day deadline was more appropriate than the 15 days proposed

by the ISO. The Commission agreed with the ISO that the dispute window should

begin to run upon the ISO’s publishing of those statements. The Commission

directed the ISO to complete the preparatory rerun and submit a compliance filing by

January 30, 2004.

11
Enron Power Marketing, et al., 102 FERC ¶ 61,316 (2003).
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F. February 3 Order

On February 3, 2004, the Commission issued its order on rehearing and

clarification of the November 14 Order. 106 FERC ¶ 61,099 (2004) (“February 3

Order”). In that order, the Commission accepted requests for rehearing filed by

Williams and the ISO and permitted the ISO to incorporate Issue No. 9 into the

preparatory rerun. The Commission also granted the ISO's request to modify the

deadline for the completion of the preparatory rerun to “as soon as possible.” Id. at P

21. Finally, the Commission required the ISO to report to it on a monthly basis,

beginning on February 10, the status of the preparatory rerun and the dates that it then

expected to complete both the preparatory and refund reruns.

G. Original Preparatory Rerun Compliance Report

On October 6, 2004, the ISO filed a preparatory rerun report with the

Commission in which it explained the process for making the preparatory rerun

adjustments, the interactions it had with market participants during the preparatory rerun

process, including the process for resolving disputes relating to the preparatory rerun,

and its process for verifying the results of the preparatory rerun. The ISO also

described several other adjustments that it made as part of the preparatory rerun

process but had not described in the Amendment No. 51 filings which initiated the

preparatory rerun. Attached to the report was a spreadsheet that displayed the financial

impact of the preparatory rerun for each scheduling coordinator. The ISO requested,

however, that the Commission treat the report as informational only, and defer ruling on

it until it ruled on the ISO’s final refund rerun compliance filing, so that the Commission

would have a complete picture of all of the adjustments made by the ISO during the

rerun process, and because it would be more efficient for the ISO to implement any
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modifications that might be ordered by the Commission as a whole, rather than

piecemeal.

H. October 2007 Order on Remand and November 2008 Order on
Rehearing

The Commission issued the October 19 Order to implement the Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals’ decision in BPA v. FERC,12 finding that the Commission could not

require governmental/municipal entities to pay refunds in this proceeding. In the

October 19 Order, the Commission concluded that non-jurisdictional entities should

receive the remaining past due principal amounts relating to sales that they made into

the ISO and PX markets during the Refund Period. The Commission noted, however,

that any disbursement of unpaid amounts first must be adjusted based upon

preparatory rerun data, as finalized upon the completion of pending dispute resolution

matters. The Commission also stated that it would direct such a disbursement once it

ruled on the filings seeking designation as non-public utilities for purposes of refund

liability. In the November 20 Order, the Commission clarified that it would not direct the

disbursement of unpaid amounts owed to non-public utilities for sales they made in the

ISO/PX markets during the Refund Period until the Commission: (1) approves

compliance filings submitted by the ISO and PX that reflect preparatory rerun

adjustments, including dispute resolution matters, and (2) rules on the filings by those

entities that seek a designation as a non-public utility.13 The present filing is being

made in order to allow the Commission to proceed with the disbursement that it

directed in these orders.

12
Bonneville Power Admin. v. FERC, 422 F.3d 908 (9th Cir. 2005).

13
The Commission issued its order regarding which entities are non-public utilities for purposes of

sales made in the ISO and PX markets during the Refund Period on December 18, 2006, 125 FERC ¶
61,297 (2008).
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II. PREPARATORY RERUN PROCESS

A. In General

As described in the July 3 Compliance Filing, some of the adjustments made

during the preparatory rerun were processed through automated, full settlement system

recalculations, while others were made via manual uploads into the settlement system.

The specific methodological processes used by the ISO in performing the adjustments

for the various issues that make up the preparatory rerun are fully set forth in

Attachment A to its July 3 Compliance Filing, and the Re-Run Process Overview

Manual that it posted to the ISO wwbsite (see below). Although the contents of these

filings will not be repeated in the body of this report, both of these documents are

included as attachments to this filing.14

B. Timeline

The ISO commenced the preparatory rerun on December 15, 2003. On July 16,

2004, the ISO completed preparatory rerun production for the items set forth in

Amendment No. 51 as well as several other issues that impacted balances for entities

that transacted in the ISO markets during the period covered by the preparatory rerun

adjustment. As of September 17, 2004, the ISO had resolved and closed all disputes

related to these calculations, and on October 6, 2004, the ISO filed with the

Commission the original version of this report in which it detailed those calculations.

Subsequent to the filing of the original preparatory rerun compliance report, the

ISO resolved several disputes, brought under the ADR provisions of the ISO’s tariff,

14
Attachment A to the July 3 Compliance Filing is included as Attachment C. The Re-Run

Process Overview documents are included as Attachment D.
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which required adjustments to be made to balances during the period covered by the

preparatory rerun. The ISO provided regular updates on these matters in its status

reports filed in these proceedings. More information on these matters is set forth in

Section VI below.

C. Corrections

During the preparatory rerun process, several errors or omissions were

detected in the rerun data distributed by the ISO to market participants. In each of

these instances, the ISO made appropriate corrections and, if necessary, re-issued a

new set of data to market participants. Moreover, the ISO, through market notices,

the status reports, and conference calls, kept market participants fully informed

concerning the nature of these errors, and the steps being taken by the ISO to

address them.

D. Results

The most tangible “results” of the preparatory rerun are the revised settlement

statements and associated settlement detail files that consist of the individual records

reflecting market participant transactions in the ISO markets, and the incremental

changes made as a result of resolving the various issues from Amendment No. 51 and

the additional issues included in the preparatory rerun, as described in Section VI below.

As described in Section III, the ISO provided all of this data directly to market

participants throughout the preparatory rerun process. The ISO is not, however,

including this data with the current filing. Because of the detailed nature of this data

(literally, millions of automated and manual Settlements records), the ISO does not
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believe that it would be of great use to the Commission. Instead, the ISO is providing a

spreadsheet, as Attachment A, that displays the financial impact of the preparatory

rerun for each scheduling coordinator. The spreadsheet shows the net adjustment to

each scheduling coordinator’s invoice amount for each month covered by the

preparatory rerun.15

III. INTERACTION WITH MARKET PARTICIPANTS DURING THE RERUN
PROCESS

Throughout the preparatory rerun process, the ISO engaged in extensive

efforts to keep market participants fully informed of the nature of the adjustments

made in the preparatory rerun, the process for performing those adjustments, and the

results of those adjustments. Moreover, the ISO responded to numerous queries by

market participants, both on an individual level and through various multi-party forums,

such as postings on its website, telephone and internet conferences and face-to-face

meetings. Finally, the ISO filed with the Commission, and served on parties to this

proceeding, numerous status reports detailing various issues relevant to this

proceeding. This has continued even after the conclusion of the preparatory rerun

process; the forty-fourth such report was filed by the ISO on March 10, 2010.

The ISO expressed its commitment to conduct an open and transparent

preparatory rerun process long before beginning the preparatory rerun calculations.16

This commitment was reinforced by the Commission, which emphasized, in its

15
This spreadsheet only reflects principal amounts, per the October 19 Order, which denied requests

for the expedited release of interest to governmental entities, and directed the PX to retain potential
interest payments until all refund calculations are complete. October 19 Order at P 58.
16

See, e.g., Motion for Leave to File Answer and Answer of the California Independent System
Operator Corporation to Comments and Protests, Docket No. EL03-748-000 (August 8, 2003) at 12-15.
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February 3 Order, the need for a transparent process so that the ISO “can reach a

final baseline expeditiously and without subsequent objection by market participants.”

February 3 Order at P 9. The ISO believes that it has fully met this commitment. ISO

staff spent an enormous amount of time and effort to ensure that market participants

had the most accurate and up-to-date information and data available. The following is

a more detailed description of the various tools used by the ISO in communicating and

coordinating with market participants during the preparatory rerun process:

1) Market Notices — The ISO issued over fifty market notices during the

preparatory rerun process in order to keep market participants abreast of current issues,

milestones, and upcoming meetings relevant to the preparatory rerun. Many of the

items detailed below were prefaced by an ISO market notice, in order that market

participants could be directly and expeditiously informed of important preparatory rerun

events. Copies of these market notices were also distributed via the email Listserv

established for the refund proceeding.

2) Provision of Settlement Statements and Settlement Detail Files — For

each trade date covered by the preparatory rerun, the ISO provided market participants

with data that allows them to understand the individual changes made by the ISO in the

preparatory rerun and to validate those changes. First, the ISO provided, electronically,

a revised statement for each trading day affected by the preparatory rerun, which

consisted of a summary of dollar amounts due (aggregated by charge type), along with

all of the records relating to manual settlement adjustments made for that date.

Additionally, the ISO distributed, via compact disc, settlement detail files covering all of

the dates in the preparatory rerun. The settlement detail files contain detailed records

of charges by trading interval, location, zone and charge type as appropriate. These
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records contain the billable quantity, price, and amount due as well as a number of

other fields which uniquely identify the charge (such as location, zone, trading interval)

or represent the terms used in deriving the charge. This was more information that the

ISO had provided for previous reruns, which had not included these detail files.

However, because these files are necessary in order to validate the changes made by

the ISO during the preparatory rerun, in particular, the allocation of charges among

market participants, the ISO provided these files to market participants to better ensure

a transparent process and improve accuracy.

3) Posting of Manuals and Other Information on Preparatory Rerun

Procedures — Through its website, the ISO provided market participants and other

interested parties a great deal of information on the preparatory rerun process. The ISO

has maintained all of this information under the Market/Settlements link on the ISO's

Web site for easy access.17

Early in the preparatory rerun process, the ISO posted an overview of the entire

preparatory rerun. This series of documents details the methodology and process

adopted by the ISO for resolving each of the seventeen issues that the ISO proposed

to rerun in Amendment No. 51. These documents also describe the estimated impact

and the ISO charge types that would be affected by the adjustments relating to each of

these issues. These documents are all included with this filing as Attachment C.

At about the same time that the ISO posted the overview documents, the ISO

also posted on its website a document that provided answers to frequently asked

questions from market participants concerning the preparatory rerun process (“FAQ”).

This FAQ covers numerous topics, from the dispute timeline to how to read the

17
The precise URL to access these documents is

http://www.caiso.com/docs/2004/01/16/200401161414093653.html
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settlement statement discs distributed by the ISO. The FAQ is included with this

report as Attachment E.

4) Calendar of Important Preparatory Rerun Dates — Throughout the

preparatory rerun process, the ISO maintained on its website a calendar displaying the

progress of the preparatory rerun along with the relevant publishing dates for

settlements data and associated deadlines for submitting disputes. For each day of the

preparatory rerun, this calendar shows the Refund Period trading days that were

processed, the statements published to market participants on that date, and the

dispute deadline associated with those statements. This calendar also displays any

adjustments made to the original schedule, and the updated dispute deadlines. A copy

of this calendar is included as Attachment F to this filing.

5) Conference Calls with Market Participants — During the preparatory rerun,

the ISO hosted a number of conference calls with market participants, in order to keep

market participants abreast of the progress of the preparatory rerun, as well as to

respond to market participants’ questions (both those submitted in advance of the calls,

and those that came up during the calls). These calls were held approximately once a

month, beginning with December, 2003 and ending in March 2005.

6) Status Reports — As noted above, the ISO has filed numerous status

reports in these proceedings detailing the progress and current schedule for completion

of the preparatory and refund reruns. In addition to keeping the Commission and

market participants up to date on the status of its rerun efforts, the ISO also used the

status reports as another tool to alert market participants to important issues that arose

during the preparatory rerun. In order to better reach market participants, the ISO, in

addition to filing with the Commission, distributed these status reports via the e-mail
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Listserv established for the Refund Proceeding.

7) Other Conferences — On February 5, 2004, ISO settlements staff

conducted an on-line training program for market participants. The purpose of this

training session was to familiarize market participants with the format of the settlement

statements issued by the ISO during the preparatory rerun, and to assist market

participants that wished to validate the preparatory rerun statements received from the

ISO. The presentation associated with this conference is included as Attachment G to

this filing. The ISO held another online training session to assist market participants

with validating their settlement statements in late June, 2004.

On July 26, 2004, several members of the ISO settlements staff attended a

technical conference hosted by FERC staff. At that conference, the ISO gave a

presentation which contained information on the status of dispute processing for the

preparatory rerun, the ISO's plan for addressing ongoing disputes of preparatory rerun

data, and an explanation of the type of information that would be included in the original

compliance report.18

8) Dispute Processing and Resolution — The ISO's extensive dispute

resolution activities related to the preparatory rerun are described in Section IV.

below.

IV. RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES DURING THE PREPARATORY RERUN
PROCESS

During the preparatory rerun, ISO staff processed, researched, and resolved

over 5,000 disputes submitted by Market Participants relating to rerun Settlement

Statements. As noted above, the last preparatory rerun-related disputes were

18
A copy of the ISO's PowerPoint presentation from that conference is included with this fling as

Attachment H.
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processed and closed by ISO staff on September 17, 2004. Of these, 520, or

approximately 10%, were approved by the ISO, and appropriate changes were made

to implement the approval of these disputes. ISO staff devoted extensive time and

effort to researching and correctly resolving these disputes, within the tight timeframe

that the schedule has allowed. Parties also had their full rights under the ISO tariff to

continue to pursue their disputes through the tariff’s ADR provisions.

V. INTERNAL VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

From the beginning of the preparatory rerun process, the ISO recognized the

importance of having a robust process to internally verify the results of the preparatory

rerun. Therefore, in December 2003, ISO management formed a verification team that

was comprised of selected ISO staff members who had settlement, finance, or review

and auditing experience. Contractor and consultant support were also provided as

needed. Contractors provided needed review support while the consultants provided

auditing experience as well as guidance on the checklists and verification guidelines.

This team reported directly to the ISO's Chief Financial Officer.

The verification was performed by reviewing and evaluating a sample of rerun

activities for compliance with procedures (both internal procedures and the external

overviews posted on the ISO website), processes, and controls. Depending on the

particulars of the settlement activity, the verification team performed an independent

test of the settlement calculations or verified the results using appropriate auditing

techniques. If the settlement activity included steps for results validation (by the

settlement team members), the reviewer attempted to verify and document the

completeness of these activities. Verification activities included the following steps:
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 Verification planning and checklist development,

 Performance of the verification and completion of the checklist,

 Follow-up action identification,

 Issuance of periodic status reports on the progress of verification

activities

These procedures resulted in valuable feedback to the settlements personnel who

were responsible for implementing the preparatory rerun, as well as in important

corrections being made, thus ensuring the most accurate results possible.

VI. ITEMS ADDRESSED IN THE PREPARATORY RERUN BUT NOT
DESCRIBED IN AMENDMENT NO. 51

During the preparatory rerun process, it became necessary to make adjustments

for several issues that the ISO had not previously contemplated addressing during the

preparatory rerun, and thus, were not described in Amendment No. 51 filing, or in the

June 3 compliance filing. However, because these items impact market participant

balances during the period covered by the preparatory rerun, the ISO determined that

they should be included with the preparatory reruns. Without these items, the baseline

used to determine participants’ final refund positions would not be accurate because it

would not reflect all of the adjustments relating to this time period. Moreover, because

these adjustments relate to transactions from more than eight years ago, it is more

reasonable to charge them to participants that transacted in the ISO’s markets during

that time period than including them on invoices to current market participants, which

could result in shorting the current market due to non-payment by entities that have not

participated in the ISO markets for many years.

Most of these matters involve adjustments made to implement the resolution of
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disputes brought under the ISO’s ADR process. These items have been described by

the ISO in its status reports filed in this proceeding, and updates on the status of these

items were included in those reports. Some of these matters were also discussed in the

original version of this report. Moreover, except for one item (the “PG&E 10/05/00 ”

ADR matter), these adjustments have all been validated pursuant to the procedures set

forth in the ISO Tariff by including them on preliminary settlement statements issued to

Market Participants.19 With respect to the “PG&E 10/05/00” matter, although the ISO

did not include adjustments made to resolve that matter on preliminary settlement

statements, the ISO distributed data showing those adjustments to affected market

participants. Because there are no pending disputes regarding these adjustments, it is

appropriate to treat all of these adjustments as binding on market participants.

A. Adjustment for CDWR Settlement (Included in Original Report)

An adjustment was made for trade date December 8, 2000, in the amount of

$177,000. This amount was paid to the California Department of Water Resources

(“CDWR”) and charged to the ISO market based on control area load and exports.

This change represents the resolution of GFN with respect to an item that was

originally disputed in early 2001.

B. Settlement of Instructed Energy Relating to Certain OOM
Transactions (Included in Original Report)

During the refund period, certain Participating Generators were paid a

negotiated price for energy delivered pursuant to ISO OOM dispatches, rather than

19
See ISO Tariff Sections 11.29.8.2 and 11.29.8.3. Prior to the implementation of the ISO’s

redesigned markets and associated tariff provisions in April of 2009, provisions relating to validation were
contained in Sections 11.7.2 and 11.7.3 of the ISO Tariff. Although certain terminology was modified to
be consistent with the ISO’s new market design, there was no change in the substance of the validation
provisions.
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the two-option payment mechanism that was provided for in the ISO tariff for OOM

dispatches from participating generators (generally referred to as “Option A/B” pricing).

During the early portions of the preparatory rerun, the ISO changed the prices paid for

these transactions during the period November 2, 2000 through December 15, 2000

from the negotiated price to the price provided for under Section 11.2.4.2 of the then-

existing ISO tariff. After receiving questions from market participants with respect to

these transactions, the ISO concluded that the most appropriate treatment under the

Amendment No. 51 filing would be to leave these negotiated prices “as is” for the

purposes of the preparatory rerun.20 Therefore, the ISO reversed the changes that

had been made from the negotiated price to the “Option A/B” price.

C. Correction of Overpayment of Certain OOM/OOS Transactions
(Included in Original Report)

Prior to the preparatory rerun processing, some transactions included small

amounts of ramping energy or residual energy that were paid as-bid, rather than at the

market clearing price. Because the ISO's settlement software for the preparatory rerun

process automatically corrected these situations, these prices were corrected in the

preparatory rerun. The ultimate impact of these corrections is minimal. The ISO did not

reverse these automated corrections, and does not believe that such reversal is

warranted in the future.

D. Correction of Certain OOM and RMR Records (Included in Original
Report)

During the ISO's internal validation process for the preparatory rerun, the ISO

discovered certain errors in various OOM and Reliability Must Run (“RMR”) records,

20
Of course, these transactions, to the extent that they are otherwise subject to mitigation, will be

mitigated via application of the MMCP during the refund portion of the rerun.
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caused primarily by manual adjustments made in earlier settlement statements.

These errors included records that had been double-counted, or, in some cases,

records that lacked adequate information. Corrections were made during the

preparatory rerun process in order to resolve these errors.

E. Energy Exchanges (Included in Original Report)

The Re-run Procedure Overview document on energy exchange (included as

part of Attachment D to this filing) discusses the collection of charges and credits in BA

ID 2970. This ISO account was used in the settlement process to collect charges and

credits in the receive period (when energy was brought into the control area) and return

period (when energy was “paid back” to the other control area), and allocated resulting

net costs to net negative deviators in the receive period. At the end of the initial period

of preparatory rerun processing in 2004, it was discovered, through the ISO's internal

validation process, that BA ID 2970 had a positive balance of approximately $9 million,

meaning that -the market was overcharged by this amount. Extensive investigation

occurred during the months of August and September of 2004 to analyze the

transaction records to determine the cause of this imbalance.

The ISO concluded that certain special transactions referred to internally as

"memoties" did not settle properly. Memoties were a mechanism that the ISO used

during the Refund Period to contract with third parties to “pay back” energy exchange

transactions. This anomaly resulted in approximately $9 million being charged to

metered demand and credited to BAID 2970. Because the ISO did not recognize and

understand this improper accounting until the end of preparatory rerun production, it

could not be corrected in the preparatory rerun.
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F. California Department of Water Resources 7/20/04 Matter

In July of 2004, CDWR filed a dispute with the ISO relating to charges associated

with OOM purchases made by CDWR beginning in January 2001. This dispute was

resolved through settlement and adjustments to implement this settlement were made in

2007. The adjustments affecting trade dates from January through then end of the

Refund Period totaling $267,151, are shown on Attachment A (the sheet entitled “CERS

GFN”).

G. Pacific Gas & Electric Company 10/05/00 Matter

This matter involves Ancillary Services costs that the ISO billed to Pacific Gas

and Electric Company (“PG&E”) based on schedules that PG&E submitted for

transactions on the California-Oregon Transmission Project (“COTP”). PG&E claimed it

was not responsible for these charges. PG&E prevailed in arbitration, and the

arbitration decision was upheld by the Commission. Therefore, the ISO performed

adjustments in order to re-allocate these charges to Market Participants based on

metered demand, in accordance with the tariff provisions in effect at the time the

transactions were entered into. These adjustments, totaling approximately $14.3 million

before interest, relate from startup through April of 1999, and therefore affect the

preparatory rerun period (but not the refund rerun period). These adjustments are

shown on Attachment A (on the sheet entitled “COTP 1 GFN”)

Unlike the other items discussed in this section, adjustments relating to this

matter have not been included on preliminary settlement statements issued to market

participants, because the ISO’s current settlement software does not have the capability

without significant additional coding. Accordingly, in lieu of a preliminary settlement

statement, on March 22, 2010, the ISO supplied affected market participants with data
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for their review and comment that is identical to the data they would have received had

the ADR adjustment appeared on a preliminary settlement, and requested comments by

April 5, 2010. Although the ISO received a few questions about the data, no

substantive disagreements or disputes were received. Therefore, the Commission

should find that these adjustments have been effectively validated as if they appeared

on a preliminary settlement statement, consistent with Section 11.7.2 of the ISO Tariff in

effect as of the date of the transactions, or Section 11.29.8.3 of the currently effective

ISO Tariff. These tariff sections, which are substantively identical, provide that a

Scheduling Coordinator “shall be deemed to have validated” the charges on a

preliminary settlement statement “unless it has raised a dispute or reported an

exception” within the time provided by the tariff, and once validated, the charges “shall

be binding.”

H. Pacific Gas & Electric Company 6/10/04 Matter

This dispute was brought by PG&E based on changes for start-up, emissions

and minimum load costs associated with transactions made over the COTP beginning in

May of 2001 which PG&E claimed it was improperly allocated. PG&E prevailed in

arbitration on this matter and the Commission affirmed the arbitrator’s decision.21 The

ISO invoiced adjustments made to implement these decisions in October of 2008

except for amounts due in May and June 2001. Because these amounts, totaling

$44,150, were charged during the preparatory rerun period, the ISO included

adjustments to re-allocate them as part of the preparatory rerun. These adjustments

are shown on Attachment A (on the sheet entitled “COTP 2 GFN”).

21
California Independent System Operator Corp., 123 FERC ¶ 61,166 (2008).
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VII. CONCLUSION

The ISO respectfully requests that the Commission accept this updated

compliance report, approve the results of the ISO’s preparatory rerun, and find that the

adjustments described in Section VI.H have been effectively validated as if they

appeared on a preliminary settlement statement.

Roger E. Collanton
Daniel J. Shonkwiler
The California Independent System

Operator Corporation
151 Blue Ravine Road
Folsom, CA 95630
Telephone: (916) 608-7015

Respectfully submitted,

_/s/ Michael Kunselman_____
Michael Kunselman
Alston & Bird LLP

The Atlantic Building
950 F Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
Tel: (202) 756-3300

Dated: April 16, 2010
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]UtIA MOOlUg 
DmcrDu~ (2(~) 295-8357 
FA~ (202) 4244643 
~ W . C O M  

SWIDLER BERLIN SHEREFF FRIEDMAN, LLP 
THE WASH]NGn~ HARBOUR 

3000 K SI"REE% NW, S'UITE 300 
WASI, tINOTON, DC 20007.5116 

'BI.g~ONE (7.,02) 4244500 
FACSIMILE (202) 42+7647 

WWW.SWDLAW.CDM 

ORIGINA 

lq~F YOe~ OFRG 
T ~  Cmt~JDt Btllmg~ 
405 ~ A ~  

NI~ YO~, NY 1017'} 
TEL(212] 97]-0111 
FAX (nZ) 891-¢~ 

The Honorable Magalle Roman Sales 
Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

April 15, 2003 

+ .  

N o 

Re: California I n d ~  System Operator CorpotaUon 
Docket No. ER03-" P/b-000 
Amendment No. 5t to the 180 Tariff 

Dear Secretary Salas: 

Pumuant to Section 205 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. § 824d, and 
Sections 35.11 and 35.13 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's 
(=Commission') rules and regulations, 18C.F.R. ~ 35.11, 35.13, the Califomia 
Independent System Operator Corporation (=ISO') 1 respectfully submits for  ~lng an 
original and six copies of an amendment (=Amendment No. 51") to the ISO Tariff. As 
described below, Amendment No. 51 relates to Settlement Statement re-runs and 
adjustments to Scheduling Coordinator invoices. Expeditious action on this matter is 
imperative if the ISO is to complete a series of preparatory market re-runs that are 
pmcequlsttes for the major re-run necessary in the California refund proceeding in 
Docket Nos. EL00-95, et al. (the =Refund Proceeding"). For this reason., the ISO is 
requesting an effective date of May 1,2003 for this amendment. 

Capitalized terms not oS~mvlse defined herein are defined in the Master Definitions Supplement, 
ISO Tariff Appendix A, as flied August 15, 1997, end subsequently revised. 
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I. PROPOSED TARIFF CHANGE8 

On March 26,.2003, the Commimion Issued an order in the Refund Proceeding 
staUng that It expected ~ m(unds In the Refund Proceeding would be disbtbtdad by 
the end of the summer." The ISO has detarmlned that before it even can begin to 
conduct the Refund Proceeding re-run, though, the 180 must ensure that the data 
needed for ~e Refund Proceeding re-ran are accurate. In order to oMain accurate 
data, the ISO must complete certain "pmperalop/" adjustments and re-runs described 
below. 

The Ixegar~o(y adJus~w~ and re-runs enmmpess over 18 major issues, 
Inc~dlng: 

Adjusbnents needed to ccxmct several cans of meter data under-reporting 
spennlng the time period fnxn April 1998 through June 2001. 

Adjuslments needed to cdlect and dls~tl:uts seffiements mmched bl m3veral 
proceedings to meoeve Good Faith N oUatk)ns ('GFN'). 

AdJusln~nls ~ to ~ ~ dlsbume the setgement Issued by the 
on Apdl 30, 2001 cor~emlng AES Southland, Inc. a.d 

Wllll~nu~ Energy Marketing & Trading Company. a 

Adjustments needed to oogect and disburse corrections required by Energy 
Excimnge contracts with other oontmt areas. 

Adjusbnen~ Identified by the 180 Coe~iance Department to eliminate payments 
for scheduled Ancillary Sendloe o~oadty t l / m  unavailable due to 
uninstnu,~ deviations, and to correct certain adjustments to payments 
for Reguijb,1 Reuse.  

The ISO needs to complete these re-runs in older to "re-baseline" its systems In 
pmperation for the zdgn/flcant re-run mmockmd with the Refund Proceeding. One 
sJgnlfl~nt ~ for the need for lhme ~ re-runs Involves the California 
Power Exchange ('Cal PX'). The Cal PX ~ a significant podion of the maltmt 
pdor to ceased operatiom In 2001. The C~ PX is In bankxuptcy and may wind up its 
affairs following the conduak)n of the Refund Pro(:eedlng. To eMum proper cost 
responi~lty for Ihe pedod prlor ~o the datee covered by b'le Refund Proceeding, the 
ISO must complete, to the best of Its ability, any re-nuns associated with the earlier 
pe od of opere eL 

Efforts to oonduct ~ preparatory adjustments and re-turin nmst, however, 
overoome the hurdle 1hat currmlUy, under the ISO Tariff, charges and adjustments for 
p u t  Trade Dates are added to manmt trade month Settlement Statements and 

2 

B 

(20o1). 

san mego ~-- t Bwe~ co., et-a, I0~ FERC |el,SIT, ~P 1 (200a) ('Mar~ 2e Ormr'). 

AES Sou~and, ~ and ~ Energy Mafka6ng & Tradrr~ Company, N FERC 16t,167 
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The Hon. Me0e~ Romm ~ 
.q)rn ~ ,  200~ 
Pam3 

invoices. Thls anangement Is not compaflble wlth the resolufl~ of ffm i x ~  
adju~sments and re-rums. The pmparatmy adjustments and re-nms Involve i high level 
of complexity due to b a n ~  In the ISO Market, the large sums of money 
potentially involved, and the length of Ume covered by the m-rims. Further, many of ~ e  
p re lmm~ / IKIjul~rnen~ and m-run8 span the dates of the refund ixMod In the Refund 
Proceeding - October 2, 2000 to June 20, 2001. AdditJonnlly, r~.runs and major 
adjmdmlents stemming fTonl I~Mlon or G F N / ~  Dispute RmokJt~n (~ADR') 
~ ,  or from dlrecUves in CommlMIon oMen~, olten klvdve payment a d ~  for 
trade dstes that am ~ or yearn ixtor to cummt b~Kle months. Collec~on of these 
pest charges on ~ummt moMh Involces w18 caum Nveral Ixoblems: 

1. Some of the Schedugng Cee~lnator debtom associated with 1he 
recak:ulated charges nmy be no longer active In Ihe ISO Market. Thus, 
they cannot pmpedy be assessed charges using ~ ISO Madmt 
mechanl~m. 

2. AppflcatJon of old chargee to current Invoices can expose new rnadmt 
entnmts to charges that occurred before they were involved In U~e ISO 
Market. Equity thins requires that any such charges be kept separate from 
the current market chargu so that a mhmmtch of cost causers and coat 
payens does not rwun. 

3: The complexity and the ex~enslv~ nature of the m-rim adjustments on 
cunent Settlement Stetmnents and large doOar invoices would add 
s~onificant confusion to the cleating of current market tnmsac~ons. 

]t IS alao Impodant that adjuemxmts to past chmges do not assess improper dmegu to 
ScheduEng Coordlnmm that m not Inme market at the tkne oHhe tmnsactlons thst 
am berg  ']umd. 

Because of theee oomplexltkm and po~ont~! difficulties, the ISO Mmtmt would 
bereft havino the Inv ng and Semement proc  for the p  ato y 
adJus    end re-n  com e  "wded on') om the invo O amd 
SetUement process that c u r m ~  Is umd to deer b'm 180 Idadmt." Moreover, the ISO Is 
mind~ of the nMd to finish the IXepwatmy adlummen~ md re-runs ~ ClUiC~dy u 
pmoltc~:~le. In llght of ffm e x ~  sqxwlmd In the Mmch 26 Order that refuncls In 
me Rdund Pmmedlng would be dMdlxded bythe end of the am~mer. 6 

4 In Nimhment C Io the pmM~ fling, the 180 Wovldm the id?ldsvlt of Dream Fulbr, Director 
Uk~0 & SemmmW, wN0h m f, nher me need for ~ ,SO ~o wd a~ the pmmrdary ~ 
Imd re-runs ('Fdler N~ledr). 

* "rhe mO eet~el~ th~ ~ born t~e pmpmdmy Elus~wU md m-ram and the Rdund 
P m ~  m-ran wil require a tolal of ab(xJt 5-6 celendlr moMhL mmanlng b~et no oOmr IsmJes m ~  
beaocounted forlnthe m-runs. FdlerAflMav~at16. The lSO plans to be rMdy to begln t~e 
pmpermry ~,nnenS end re-ram W MW ~ 20~. 
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Therefore, the ISO mopedfuly requests ~ Ihe Commimdon approve the 
propoeed modlflcation~ to the 1,90 Terllf Induded In Atlachment B to the prmmnt filing, e 
effective May 1, 2003. The first of IhMe modiScal~ns, to Section 11.6.3.2 of the 180 
Tariff, pmvkles th~ the ISO Governing Board may order the cost of a Settlement 
Statoment re.~un to be borne by the 8cbedullng Coon:lln~m' r e ~ n g  It. unless the 
cin:umslances de~dbed apply. Further, Ihe ISO Imposes to modify Section 11.6.3.3 
to remove the ~ m of the N ~ o n ,  which provides thld the net belermo of  all 
adjustments slmll go Into a belAnclng account, u a dal~ or ar~llt., to the Grid 
Management Cha~ge. Another proposed change is the addition of Section 11.83.4, 
provkllng that re-nJns ond lhe financial out~mN of dispute rmolutlon may be Invoked 
.epmto  from mo.  mer i t  ana thin the mo w" give a markat notk:a at 
least 30 days prior to such Invoicing ~ the components of such invoice. Final, 
the ISO propouo that :Section 11.9 be modified to reltorate that re-runs and the 
flnandal outoomes of dispute ~ may be Invoked espandaly from market 
acUvlUes, and l ~ t  the 180 will ixovide a markot notice at ieest 30 days prior to euch 
invok~ k~ent~ng me componeets of,u~h k~ak:e. 

Adjustments to Ihe invoicu of SchEluling C4x~inJ~re i~JctKI bylhe ISO Tariff 
~ de~f lb~ ~ m  wlH be done ~ l~ rM~ j  from currant mordh Invok~ in 
tha k ~ 9  n~nner. I.ato p ~ / m e ~  m ~oJect to normal 180 credit i n c l . ,  
Induding the IXX,d~lly of a I m  payment penalty and interest c h a t l ~  a t the  default 
Mtomst rale, |~plicalion of ix l led credit to mdJafy the I |~  i~/menL etc. Funds 
receNed f~:m debtors wgl be distfllxdad to cmdltora on a pro rate bern. 

II. TIME PERIOD FOR THE FLUNG OF DISPUI-r.8 

Whb not dkecUy reistod to the ~ of k~oices, the ISO widms to note 
another issue related to the c o m ~  noted eadier. This relatN to |he dloputo window 
in the ISO Terllf that p i n . d e e  8Ce eight ~ days to file a dispute on "dleir 
SMIJement ~ta lmnen~. Some Markot I : ~  have Matod that the current Tadlf 
mq.kement a,ow  e ht b u s / d e y s  to fie dimme wm not alk)w e mccmsfut 
review of the ex l~ ls lve number of statamenls Ihey will receive dudng the rerun 
~ .  The ISO -,l)pmdatos lhle issue and has agreed to tnlW stelm to asslst 
Scheduling C,4~xdklmor review of the Idatemen~. The ISO wffi provide Settlement 
Detd Fllee for all esffiement etatemen~ In ~e reran, wbere~ In the pest b'~/have not 
been provided. Abo. lhe 180 will provide regular communlcatlons to SC8 regaMlng the 
issues that will be Included in the i:,~)elatmy rerun. Thle addlUonal infonnaUon writ 
OmeUy malst 8 ~  rn their mteownt onoly~ 

The ISO oppoam a change in the dbputo window baaed on b undendandlng of 
the CommklMon's schedule to implement Ihe ~ l a  refunds. A change in the 

" On kbr(:h 27. 2003, lhe 180 Gowmln0 Board euthcd~e(l ISO Idana0ement to fle Twlif 
mnendme'II to dlow m ~  ~ In~dck~ to ocar  selmr~dy h~m the cumnt Tw'lff invok:i ~ 
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The Hen. Ma~e Roman ~ 

F~eS 

dbq~u~ window would have a day-for-day Impact on the ISO's schedule to c o m l ~  the 
renm work. It even could haw • doubIMg effect, meaning a change In the dispu~ 
window would add that amount of Ume to the schedule o/ter the ixq~emtory romn and 
ag~n oflm" the relrund reran. If, however, the refund tirneline is de|ayod for any reMon, 
allowing rnore time for review of pmiknk~ary statoments wouki provkle SCs a more 
thorough and dolakd mwlysis of their |qtomemtL If this e x ~  Ume Is ~ l e b l o  In ~ 
schedule, ~ ISO would not oppou ello~ng 8Cs 12-15 buelnen d~s  ntthe end of 
e~h  month's slotemenls in the reruns Io lUe diq:~al  on ~ o u  slmemenls, rather d~mn 
the amet  

IlL EFFECTIVE DATE 

For ~ remolm described above, b'm 180 respeclfully requests ~ 
Commimdon luue on ocdm" a o ~  the pmmmt filing ~ coon M pouible, and moke 
the ~ ixopo|md In this flEng elfecEve u of Moy 1, 2003. In this regard, ~e 
ISO requests that the Commbaion ahor~n the pedod for oommente on this filing, to 
ellow their r~olutlon ~ qulctdy u lUC~iblo. Duo to tho urgoncy of the m-na~ to bo 
pe~onned, the ISO submits that good caum exists, In acoon:bulce with SecUon 35.11 of 
the Commission's regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 35.11, for the ~ to approve the 
mquestod effedtve d~o. Appr0vel by the Commlmlon by May 1, 2003 will facHato the 
cummt re-run schedule, which carte for the preparatory m-runs to begin on May 5, 2003. 

N. COMMUNICATION8 

Communications reg~ing thb IIing should be oddmued to I ~  following 
Indlvlduels, v~nee nwnes ehould be IJCOd on the oflMlal ~v l ce  list Ntabilehed bythe 
,S~mtnry ~ respect to this eulxninel: 

C I ~  F. Robirmon 
General Coumel 

Gene L. Wlmo 
Roguimary Counm 

The CJmomk 0nde¢,    Symm 
Opeaem'  

151 Blue Ravine 
Foillom, CA 9,5630 
Tel: (910) 351-4400 
Fsx:(918) 608-7296 

DsvM B. Rubln 
Bradley R. M i ~  
8wldler Berlln Shereff Fdedman, LLP 
3000 K S1nmt, NW 
Sub 3OO 
Washlngton, DC 20007 
Tel: (2O2) 424-7 0 
Fax: (202) 424-7643 

V. SERVICE 

The ISO has served copies of this letlar, and all at ladmm~, on the Public 
Utgltles Commission of the State of Callfomla, the Cellfornla Energy Commlsslon, the 
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The I-Ion. Ma0olb Roman 8~as 
Aprl lS, 2003 
P~oe 

Ca~mla ElectdoRy Ovendght Board, and on all par l~ with effeoBve Scheduling 
Coo~lnalor ~ A0mements under the 18,O T=ritf. In addition, the ISO is pootlng 
thi= tmnmnlttal letmr and all altochme~ on the ISO Homo P~ge. 

VI. ATTACHMENTS 

The ~ dooumenls, In addition to INs letlm', euppod this •Ing: 

Attad~lent A Revised Tarltf sheets to Implement Amendment No. 51 to 
the ISO Taritf, if necessary as described above 

Attachment B Black-lined Taritf provlslmts showing the pmpowd changes 
m n l a ~  In Amendment No. 51 

C Afltdavlt of Donald L Fuller 

Attachment D Notloe of this Nlng, 8ultable for publloatlon In the Federal 
(too pmvldsd Jn ea=~c)nlc format). 

Two extra coplu of lhlo filing am also enclosed. Remm stamp these (x~tes with 
the date and time flied and mlum them to the rnemenger. 

Pleue feel free to contact the undemigned If you have any questions concerning 
this matter. 

Rsq)ecthRy 8ubgylltt~, 

Chadu F. ~ 
General Coum~ 

Germ L. W,--, 
Regulalmy Counml 

~nnf~dan mdepe~Je~ Symm 
O p e l x  Corpmt~ 

151 Blue Rm0~o 
Folsom, CA 

B. Rul~n 
Julia Moore 
Bmdl~ R. M I I h u ~  
8wldler Bedln Shutoff Friedman, LLP 
3000 K SWat, NW 
• u b  300 
W m h ~ ,  DO 2OO07 

~ ~u,e cama~ 0~k~e.~n~ S~m opem~r Comomtk~ 

EncMmu.m 
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CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT 8Y811~M OPF_RATOR CORFORATION 
FERO ELECTRIC TARIFF 
FIRST REPLACEMENT VOLUME NO. I 

tl.8.2 Bmde for Billing md I ~ j m m t  

The Pmllminmy md tile Final 8NWncmt 8tummentw awl (:anm~ute tile bern far I~lng and 

maoc~lsd autamNk: fundl Umhm In acmrdmm wJh U~b IS0 Tadlf. The PrellmNw 

SeaWnent St~mw~t ~hJ aanmum b~e b~b far bil~ng md mmx:immcl m~ma~: lunch 

~ kx dl d w g ~  In Iho flint Immn¢~. The FIn~ 8emm~m S~mTxmt dm~J (:an~utm the 

bern for bm~g md uam(:lIBd a~malk: fundm nndem foe adJtmmwU to chwgm ~ t  forth In 

the ~ 8etlbmcmt 8tmment. EEh 8c~dt~%~ Co(xtlnal~ ~h~l Fay any net d ~  and 

mhd be entflled to rtx~lm my net cmdll ~xxm In m Invak:e on I ~  Payment De~. wh~her ~ 

not them b shy d l m ~  r q m ~ g  tho m'xxmt of ~e deter ar cnmlt. 

11.8.3 ~ 8tm~lmlt m-mn~ mtd pa~t flllal m d l u ~ l l .  

The iSO k WhorWd to p.o~o.. Somomont atonement re-nao ~ ~ od the tSO 

GovwnkND BomnL A mqu~ to pef?on~ a 8 o t U e ~  Stalornent re-run may be mode at mmy 

Ume by., Smodunno ~ by noUco fn '~a~O eo me ISO Oovomk~O Ooen:l. The ISO 

Oo~l~lng Bo~d Ih~l, In olxtskJel~ whe~mr to ~ a raqueM f~r a 8M~men~ 8tNmllent 

re-n~, dmnnlne In b n m o n J ~  dbcmlon, ~d~l~r Ihem b good cauN m Ju~y 1he 

I x . / o n n ~  of a 8~emant Statmml ream. 

11.L3.1 If m S o A I I ~  8 1 1 m  m-fun Io onlerod by the 180 ~ ~43erd, the 

I~0 a~'ml~ m'nnr~oo !o I ~  Iho 8aalomt~l 81mm.qmt m - ~  qmwrl~d c~,~t u a ~  m, m romonmbgy, 

First Rmlsed 8 h ~  No. 255 
aupmed~g Or~n~ S iva  No. 2r~ 

ImmJed by:. Chains F. Robinlo~ Vice I:~l~dant and GenKai Counai 
Issuedon: Ai~ 16,2003 Elfm:~: M w l ,  2003 
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CAUFORNIA INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATOR CORPORATION 
FERC ELECTRIC TARIFF 
FIRST REPLACEMENT VOLUME NO. I 

Issued on: 

s~.~ o ~  ~ ~. ~7 

11.1L.%2 The Govemrno Botd may order tho oost of a Semement Statement m-ran In be borne 

by tl~e Schedul~g Coordln/r mqmslfno ~ ~ the ~ e m e n t  St:mment re-~n vms needed 

due ~o e clerical ovofllioht or enor on Ole pert of Ihe 180 idaff. 

1t.6,3.3 Wlwre a ~r~emerd 8t~m~nt  ~ InclkmtN t ~ t  the a~ounts of ~ 

Cc~dlnm~s sfloufd ~ deblmd or mxJkd ~ ~floct a l tm~no to ~ w ~ s  ixwiom~ made 

und~ Ihh 180 Todff, ~ tho~ ~hodul l~  C o . I m a m  o l ~ : ~  by Iho Nmomem nHun, the ~ 

~ i l  r d K t  tho a~unts IB be doblmd or ~ l k d  ~n ~ n ~  P~rmln~y 8eabmm~ ~ e m e n ~  ~ 

1 1 . ~  ~ ,  m ~  ~ ~ ~ d  ~ ~ o~oorn~ of D i m ~  ~ o ~  

,my ~e I ,  vokmd N p e n ~  ~ m  m o n ~  m m ~  ~ .  "me ISO ~ d i  ~ ,~de a ,m~ke~ no~e ~ 

i e ~  ~0 c ~  p ~  to u h  m~dno ~ Um ~om~onents o~ :uc~ Onv~e. 

11.7 Conflmt~an mcl VIdMkm. 

11.7.1 Confllmation. 

n h. ~e  reeponsIM~ d eech 8~hedulJng CoonJIn~or W n o ~  b~e ISO f It ~ ls  W ~ a 

PTollm klwy Seitlefml~ 8tMomen~ or is Final ~ltt~nwlt 8taUmleflt off b'le dato Sl:)eclfled ~" the 

~u~l~lon of euch 8et~emem mmme~t In the 180 P: :~en~ Calenc~. Enc~ 8chec~r~ 

~ d ~ r m ~ r  eMI  ~ d ~ m ~  ~o ~ m ~ h ~  b 8 M ~ w ~  8 t m ~ w ~  o~ ~e  d ine ~ e d ,  

uniom II nob11N me 180 lu me o o n ~ .  

11.T2 

~icfl 8 c h ~  ComlnNor elml i'me the o p ~  So ravin tim ~ d l~e I ~  

8ealement 8tatm~x~ts lh~ i nx~vm. "I'I~ ~k~mJuilng Coordlnla~ ehll  be doomed to hme 

vdkSa~ eecfl Prdndnwy 8eaiement 8ts~nw~t unie l  It has rnimd i d b m ~  or mmr t~  m 

~ w~n  el~t (8) aume~ ~ from ~m d m  of m .  Once mlk~nd, o Prellmin~ 

8emement Stmment ~mll be b i m ~  on the Scfledul~ 

CJ~tes F. Rt~lne~, Vice Preekle~ ond Generld Ccxlrul 
April 15, 2003 Efftx:~ve: May 1, 20(]3 
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CALIFOflNA INOEPENDENT 8YSTEM OPERATOR CORPORATION 
F1ERG ELECTRIC TARIFF 
FIRST REPLACEMENT VOLUME NO. I 

~IJL4 No r,,o4E~i~. 

11.1 Invokme. 

The 180 a~aI pcq:ero nnd umd to inch Scheduling ~ two InvaicN far each cakmck" 

month. The flret Invok:e wll be breed on the Prelmlnmy Setkment 8talmenB md the mcand 

Imalw wU be bmocl on the Find 8etkmcmt 8 ~ m ) .  EKh Invoice w I  show m 

wq~h are to be paid by or to e~h 8medullng Coordln~or, the Psyment Dora. txdng ~ ~ ~ 

whk:h eu~h omaun~ mm to be peld or r ~  ancl detds af the 180 C~mrk~ Account to whk:h 

m~ mnoun~ ~ W ~ Coordlrm~ nm ~o be ~ .  ~ m e ,  ~ 

~mtnmnts and the fining/aulmn~m of D I ~  RaeoluUon may be kwok:ed M p ~  from 

mon~ly madmt adlvlUm. The 180 e l / I  proqde a market no,co ot lemt 30 day~ prior to such 

~c~ne kW~y~0 ,~e ~omponmU d wm ~ .  

11.10 In~nm~on~ far I~fmcmt. 

Emah 80hedunng Caardln~m" ~ i  mini to b'~ 180 CINrk~ A~aount me m~mt  mown an Ihe 

Imak:e u p m  by that 8chedu~ Coordln~ar far value not lark then 10~X) a~n. on the 

Payment De~. 

11.11 ~ R a q ~ I E t ~  

On ~e ~ e  i ~ ~ m ~  d ommm~ ~ ~ an ~ ~e ~ 0  ~ 1  m~ma~ w ~ h ~  / 

m mqulmd to be remlt~d to the 180 C I ~  Acmunt hmo beon cmdl~cl to L Ifmny 

euch amount hm not bran eo c~dtod, I e l i l  m~mti~n whk:h 8 c h e c ~  ~ have 

~elIod Io poyb ~ owod by tho~ md I mmytmko mioi~ to ~ any owa~IIoo wno~ad. 

I=lmt Rsvbed 9hNt No. 200 
s~mmc,,~ o r ~ 1  s ~ a  No. 2eo 

kmuod ~ C~,tm F. Rote,m. V~e P . . ~ n t  and C . o n e r / ~  
Imued on: Apdl 1G, 2003 EI1rm:tivo: May t,2003 
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Amendment 51 Tariff Changes 
Black-Ur~ Vendon 

11.6.3 8 e t l i n e n l l  ~ m-runs rand o u t  f ind  adluUmentL 
The ISO i au thod~ l  to pwfom~ Settl~nent 81mmont m-run~ following SplXOVal of the 
ISO Governing Boerd. A request to peffo~n m 8eltlmne~ 8 tmment  m-ran may be made 
at any time by a 8chadui i~ Coo~Mstor by nolk:e In ..~tmg to the ISO Govomlng Board. 
The I~O G o v ~  Bolrd idllll, in ¢ o n l d d ~  Wll~ller to aplxl~ve a mqlJest for a 
Seffiement Statament m-rim, determine in its rlmsonabie dt~re6ml, whether there is 
Oood cause to juot~y the pe,~rmanco of a Sememe~ Statement m-ran. 

11.8.3.1 If a ~ Statement re-rim Is onJemd by the ISO Governing Board, the 
ISO o h d  m to hiM! t tn  SotUomlnl Stata~a~t ro-mn carr id out ~ noo~ a In 
muanmbly prEt lmbio follo~4ng the 180 Governing Boents o n e ,  ~ubje~ to the 
availability of stdf and computar t~me, compalibie soitwam, appropriate data and other 
rlmoUl'Ce~. 

11.8.3.3 TlteGo~mln-,B~Mm~mllycprderfl~costofm8ettlementStalamentre-run I 
skaIHo_be borne by the Scheduang ~ reque~l~ it, unless the Settlement 
Stalmmmt m-run w u  needed duo to a derk:al overnight or error on the i=~t of the ISO 
staff. 

11.(L3.3 Where • 8effiement 8tsblment re-run Indicates that the accounts of Scheduling 
Coordinators should be debkd  or :edi ted to reflect dmatlons to 8etUementl 
previously made under this ISO Tariff. for t h o u  Scheduling Coordlnatont a l l . l a d  by the 
s tmme~t  re-rim, the 180 a~ l l  reflect the amountB to be debited or credited i~ the next 
Prellmlnaly ~ ~la~ments that It issues fi~owing ~le Setl~ment Statement m- 
run to whid l the p in . l ions Of thlll 8edk]n 11 aIRPlY " r ~  . .~ ~ .n . . . . . , * . . . . ~ . . . . - - . . . . .  

.1.1.lk&4 Reruns. oost ¢Joelno adiBImantm and the ~ outcomes af D i ) u t a  
R l l o l ~ o n  may be invoiced Noeralalv from monUdv marka adlvltles. The ISO shall 
~ a markat n o ( ~  at least 30 days mtor to su:h ~ IdenUfvlno the 
¢om~)nenta qf such Invoice, 

Q i t  

1t.9 Immices. 
The ISO shah prepare and aend to each Scheduling ~ i n a t o r  two Invoices for each 
calendar month. The first invoice will be based on the Preliminary 8ettJernent 
Statmnents and the secomi kn~ica wil  be based onthe Final Se t lmen t  8 tmmmt(s) .  
Eich Invoice wl l  draw amoum which mm to be p i d  by or to eech Scheduflng 
Coofdmtor, the P a y m ~  Dete, being lhe dire on which such smounts am to be paid or 
received and d a / I s  of the 180 C l u i n g  Ac0ou~ to which any amounls mind by 
Scheduling ~ are to be p /d .  Renta l  BNt dos l r :  aKllustments and the 
finarKXl oul¢cmm of D I m ~  Ra~ut lon rmw be Invok:ed N c e r m l v  from monthly 
l ~ l g l l _ l ~ m .  The ISO ahall movida a madlmt n o l ~  at INSl 30 dram DflOr to sUGh 
invoidno idenUN~ the c~mDonentm of mx:h Inv~e.  
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THE UNITED 81"ATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMi881ON 

Independent 
Opem~ Corpomti~ 

) 
) 

Docket No. ER03- -000 

AFFIDAVIT OF MR. DONALD FULLER CONCERNING THE NEED TO 
INITIATE IMMEDIATELY CERTAIN CHANGE8 IN THE ISO TARIFF TO 

ALLOW FOR THE COMPLETION OF SPECIAL SEI"n.EMENT RERUNS 

. 

. 

My name is Mr. Donald Fuler and I am c u r ~  employed by the 

California Independent System Operator (ISO) as me Director of Billing 

and SelllementL My business addmu Is 151 Blue Ravine Road, Fohlorn, 

Calibrnla 95630. 

I ovenme the operation ofgle 18O's fnsncial seitlement systems to ensure 

that sellers, huyem and oltmr padies i n l ~  wilh Ihe ISO markets are 

paid and charged appml:m~ly according ~o the seUlement provisions of 

Ihe ISO Tarllf. In my cunant poallion I ovimme a staff of 33 pro(mmionals 

and analysts who am responsible for setlflng the wholeealo 

ac6vitiN for am of lhe 180'o participants, and producing pmlimlmuy and 

final selileme~ ~ and Invoioes. In addlUon, my staff Is ol~n 

called upon to pnxluce eeUn~m ~ t h e  ~ of various hypoll~tlc~ 

changes In h~e I80's SeeWnent procedurm or In v ~ o u l  ~ to the 

seffiemortt pn:x:ess and to develop the 8igodduns and processes required 

to implement changes to the ISO Tariff. I am also responsible for the 
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. 

. 

. 

billing and setUements ac~vRy that will be required of the ISO In on:let to 

implement the final ruder of rite Commission am related to refunds in 

Docket No. EL00-g5 and the nsodatod proceedings (collectively, the 

Ref.nd ProceedS). 

In my previous position with the ISO, I was Direc~ of Client Relations for 

4 yearn when= my mquom~l t im Included working dina¢~ with 

~heduiling Coo~lnatom on ~lUoment dlsputu and a broad range of 

business and operational InumlnvoMng clients. During t~ls time, Iwas 

also involved in the ISO setUement and billing systems and effects of the 

ISO tariff end other regulatory provlsk~s. 

Prior to Joining the 180, I was employed for over twenty yoam at 

w m ~ h o u ~  F _ ~  C o ~  ~ b IxN~ ~ b u ~ s .  I 

various mansgsment positions during this time, most recently n 

IM~maOor of 5uboMlauy Operations where I had d~roct i~roCltfloss 

responsibility. I hold a B.8. degree In F_lecUical Englneedng from Oregon 

State Univemity in Corvallis, Oregon and an MBA, with an emphasis In 

finance, from Widener UnivemNy In ~ ,  Pennsylvania. 

I expect Ihe Refumd Proceeding wtll result in System recMculetions for 

every day from October 2, 2000 to June 20, 2001 (the Refund Period). In 

addition to the Rdund Proceeding rerun, the ISO has begun work on 

addiUonal adjustments and a preparatory producUon reran that must 

precede the Refund Pmeoodieo r, mdctaoUo~. Thee p ~  

sdjustmimts and reruns am required so that the Refund Proceeding rerun 

2 
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. 

wiil proceed with the most accurale and complete infonnaUon. The ISO 

also antk:ipelm Ulat It will perform a compliance rerun as a reauR of the 

final FERC order on the refund matter, which means that unrelated 

adjuetmerB can not be inctkJded during the actual Refund Proceeding 

rerun. As a pert of ~e  preparatory rerun proce~ the ISO aleo intends to 

perform manual MJu~mmnte to ruolve several open Issues that occurred 

prtor to the Refund PeckS. Clalnm end adjustments mlaUve to the 

California Power F.xdwnge (PX) am beet dealt with, If they can be to(ally 

identmed, and charged In production prior to the end of the Refund 

Prace~lng mnJn as It Is antlcipetod that the PX may not cantlnue to mdat 

oftw that time. Finally. we are piacklg a high pdadty on rosoh~on of aJl 

Good Faith Nego41atJom (GFN) in lids pedod so that moet, if not air, of the 

adjustment o¢~'vny through mid-2001 wnl be m:o~iC~ed when the 

pmpamtc~ adJustments/m~ns and the Refund Proceeding renJn are 

completed. In ~otal, the praperat~ reruns/adJu~ments encompass over 

18 i m ~  with financial and other impec~ 

The ISO eeamatm that the p m p e r a ~  reruns/adju~anents and the 

Refund Proceeding rerun ~1 require a totel of 6.0 calendar months k) 

complete. T h l s ~ a ~ u m e s :  lhed no other isau~ will beinciuded in 

me rmun, that adequm computing capebalty la m.Jable, and a 

consistent and m l v o  effort fnxn ISO staff, likely requldng evening and 

weekend work. 

3 
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. 

. 

. 

Based on my experience, and corudetm~ with the views of my staff, the 

~ y  and volume of the ~ g e e  dudng ~he preparmoqy and Re#und 

Proceedk~ rmune demand that they be Invoked ~ l ~ r a t ~  from current 

badlng actldty. Schedulk~ Coordlnatom wll receive eetgement 

sta~emenls for over 260 days In each of the prepamto~/and Refund 

Proceeding reruns and Invoicm in aogregme Zotaling billions of d~lam. 

8epsratlng this Invok~g fnxn cunw~ mad~ Invoicing wl(I reduce 

oomp4exfly and confuMon. For this relulon, I strongly support ~e fact that 

the ISO Is ~ ~ 1  ~o modl~ b ~rlff to agaw for flnonclally 

clearing the prepar~ow remn/edjuelmentz ml~ro~y from current market 

clearing mqulmmente. 

matter w u  presented ~o the ~ Gore, ruing Board on March 26, 

2003 and recelved Its approval. 

I antJclp~o that ~ pmfloud "Farm' language n(so wlll provide fle~bgKy to 

uURzo thle approach for similar sltu~ons In the future, permitting the 

"ummng o r  of future rorune~dJcmutmnte, induding I~nl~ul~im, with 

4 
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.sl* 

10. Furlher, the timing d mi~ propoud chw~e lm llw Tmtfl' j ~ to 

aormwtm of thw I~und Prome¢~ mm. "r~  clw~O, lm nmded to 

bqin Ihe ~ mmn, mo ,oommm oonmldmmUm~ at me ohansle k~ 

reqummd to pmmnl delay In Implemlmtldlon of ~ Flefund Prommding 

mfl, m. 

I irtww' thl~ IIw I ~ i  contalnid In lho id~lllvit pmvSdmd mbaw an  tnJo to 

Ihe bNt d my k n m m d ~  Wonn~nn, and bel~. 
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NOTICE SUITABLE FOR PUBLICATION IN THE 
FEDERAL REGISTER 

UNITED STATE8 OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

C=llfomia Independent System Operator ) 
Corponltlon ) 

Doclmt No. ERO3- -000 

Notice of Filing 
[ ] 

"lake notice that on Apdl 15, 2003 the Califomlea Independent System Operator 
Corporation ( ' lag')  tendeared for filing with the Commission Amendment No. 51 to the ISO 
Tariff. The purpose of Amendment No. 51 is to modify the Tariff to facilitate conducting 
market re-runs necessary in eaNJcipatlon of the major market re-run required by the 
Commission In Docket Nos. EL00-95, eat eel. 

The ISO ~ that this filing has been served on the Public Utilities Commission 
of the State of C, alifomia, the C, atlfomla Energy Commission, the Cealifomia Electflcity 
Oversight Board, and eall partkm with effective Scheduling Coordinator Agreements under 
the ISO Tariff. 

The ISO is requesting waiver of the 60-day ~ requirement to ,=How Amendment 
No. 51 be meade effective May 1, 2003. 

Any person clesiYmg to be heard or to protest the filing should file ea moron to 
intarveee or protest with the Fede~ Enerw Regulet~y Commission, 888 First Street. 
N.E., Washington, D.C. 20426, in accordanco with Rules 211 and 214 ofthe 
Commission's Rules of Pmc0ca and Procodum (18 C.F.R. ~ 385.211 eand 385.214). All 
such motions or protests must be filed in accordeanca with § 35.9 of the Commission's 
regulations. Protests will be considered by the Commission in determining the appropflete 
eactlen to be taken, but will not serve to make protestants parties to the proceeding. Any 
parson wishing to become ea party must file ea mOIton to Intervene. Copkm of this filing are 
on file with the Commission and am available for public inqx~lion in the Public Reference 
Room. This f i l ing may also be viewed on the Internet  at 
http'.//www.ferc.fed.us/onltne/rkns.hlm (call 202-208-2222 for assistance). 
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ATTACHMENT A 

D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  P R E P A R A T O R Y  R E - R U N  I S S U E S  

0 

(3 

I 

N O .  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

. 

I0. 

Issue Date Range 

PG&E under-reported IA 10/2/00-6/I/01 
Meter data 

IB 4/1/98 to 10/1/00 
PG&E under-reported 2A 10/2/00 - 6/20101 
Meter data 

2B 4/1/98 to 10/1/00 
Meter Dam Mapping 3A 10/2/00 - 6/20/01 
Error 

3B 4/1/98 to 10/1/00 
CDWR dism'butionlou 4A 10/2/00 -2/6/01 
factor allocation error 

4B 4/1/98 to 10/1/00 
ISO Master file 1116/00 - 1/28/01 
correction 
ISO Master file 3/1/01 - 6/20/01 
correction 
EnetSy Exchange 

Bilateral Contract with 
Dynegy (OH'q) 

11/14/00-6/20/01 

12/5/00- 12/15100 

Emtimatod 
knp,ct 
(MW) 

Total for IA 
and I B -  

530)700 MWh 
Total for 2A 

a n d 2 B -  
30)800 MWh 
Total for 3A 

and 3 B -  
195r300 MWh 
Total for 4A 

a e d 4 B -  
173)500 MWh 
Approx I00 
MW per Day 
5,800 MWh 

NA 

NA 

Estimated 
Impact  ($) 

NA 

Potential 
CT)s 
Affected 
406, 407, 
1010 

Allocation 
Method 

Load and 
Export 

NA 406, 407, Load and 
1010 Export 

NA 406, 407, Load and 
1010 Export 

NA 406, 407, Load and 
1010 Export 

NA 

NA 

401,406, 
407) 1010 
401,406, 
407) 1010 
487, 1010, 
1487 

401,407, 
481,487, 
1010 

$100-200  
million 

NA 

Load and 
Export 
Load end 
Export 
Net Negative 
Deviation 

Load and 
Export and Net 
Negative 
Deviation 

Renmn 

Original meter data was nus-~ported, resulfin8 in 
extra charges to market participants. This will 
correct those charses. 
Original meter data was n~s-reported, resulting in 
exUa charges to market participanm. This will 
correct those charges. 
Original meter data was mia-reported, resulting in 
extra charges to market participants. This will 
correct those charges. 
Original meter data was mis-reported, resulting m 
extra charges to narket per~cipnot3. This will 
correct those charBes. 
Adjustment required because Master file did not 
update propedy with correct end dates. 
Load data was not associated to a SC after PX left 
the market 
Init~flly the Energy Exchange Program (EEP) settled 
these exchange volumes when the powe~ was 
returned to the neighboring control area. This 
change will properly allocate those chargcm to tim 
period and to the entities that caused the need for tbe 
power. This will shift approximately $100 - $200 
million in charses. 
OOM volumes being adjusted for comistency with 
the conU'acL 

Willian~ (GFN) 12/1/00 - 6/20/01 NA $20 - $22 401,481, Load and Williams disputed trade days where they believed 
million 487, 1010 Export and Net they were nol paid appropriately, for mislosgin8 of 

Negative dispatched energy and miscalculation of energy 
Deviation settlements. 

PX (GFN) 1998 - Oct 99 NA $2.5 million 1003 Load and 
Export 

The resolu~don is being included as a n'anual 
adjustment during the preparatory re-run because of  
its impact on PX uansactions. 

(0 

OJ 
(-y 

13, 

PU 
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N o .  

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

ATTACHMENT A 

Issue 

Intra-zonal Congestion 

ReallocafionofCT 
1030~dlocatiom 
Rescission o f  
Unavailable A/S 

RegulationNon 
Compliance 

Date Range 

10/7300 - 6/20101 

1999 - 6/20/01 

1998 - 9/9/00 

7100 - 6/7/01 

Eltlmated 
Impact 
f w) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Estimated 
Impact ($) 

NA 

$500,000 

$47 million 

$500,000 

Potential 
CT's  
Affected 
401,451, 
452, 1010 

1030 

141,142, 
144, 1030 

131,145, 
146, 1030 

Allocation 
Method 

Load and 
Export and 
TO % 
Load and 
Export 
Load and 
Export 

Load and 

A/S Obligation l / l /01 - 6/20/01 NA NA NA Load and 
Export 

Williams 4/25100 - 5111,100 NA $8 million I010 Load and 
Export 

Misloggin8 11/I /00-  6/20101 NA NA 401,481,  
487, I010 

Load and 
Export and Net 
Negative 
Deviation 

ISO is tmplcmenting an automated tool to correct 
manual adjustments for intra-zonal conge~on.  

Adjustments will be made to the incremental dam 
received between Prelim and FinaL 
Proposed adjusUnent to recover approxtmately $47 
million of  A/S capacity payments for services that 
were not available) and to redlsm3mte those amounts. 
ISO discovered an error in the manual Settlements 
processing ofnon-compliaw.e charges for 
approximately ten days, thus reanlting in 
overcharging or undercharging the SC~. 

System fix ofrnanual adjustments. 

Adjustmem needed to collect and disburse tbe 
settlement issued by FERC on 4/30/01 
AES S o u ~ . ~  Inc. and W U ~  ~m-gy M a r k ~  
& Trad~a s Comply. 
OOS non-conge~on imbalance energy ~ p l c m ~ m ,  
spin, non-spin, replacement reserve are eligible to set 
the MC'F based on the FERC finding fa¢£ 

O 

O 

t--, 

r~ 
~O 

I 

M 

FO 

0 

t~ 
0 
0 

0 

0 

I 
0 

0 

FO 
0 
FO 

< 
FO 

M 

0 

M 

Note: NA = Not available 

DetaiL~ for the above-mentioned issues: 

PG&E under-reported Load meter clam (Issue No& 1 and 2): At the request of  ISO, PG&E performed an internal review to identify cases of  under- 
reported Load for the existing contracts under the Transmission Wholesale Customer portfolio. In October 2001, it was determined that PG&E under- 
reported the Load of  a certain Market Participant by approximately 539,700 MWh from the start of the Market, April l ,  1998, through June l,  2001. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

In response to the issue described above, PG&E completed a revie~v in January 2002, identifying a similar situation that resulted in PG&E under-reporting 
another Market Participant's Load by approximately 30,800 MWh Born April 1, 1998 through November 1, 2001. In each case, PG&E corrected the logical 
meter calculations by adding in the internal Qualifying Facility (QF) generation scheduled and reported by the Utility Portfolio Group. Under-reported Load 
affects the settlement ofthe ISO Market by causing cost shifting due to Unaccounted for Energy (LIFE) charges as well as a reduction in the Load-based 
charges incurred by PG&E. The ISO understands that this miscalculation was corrected at that time, on a going forward basis. 

The preparatory re-run will include corrected data in each day's system recalculation of the period 10/2/00 to 6/20/01. The hnpact of the under-reported data 
for the period 4/1/98 to 10/1/00 will be estimated and corrected using a manual adjusUnent that will be applied during the preparatory re-run. 

Meter data rapping error (Issue No. 3): In March 2003, it was determined that a programming error at PG&E cross-referencod a particular meter's 
Channel 1 data (load) with Channel 4 data (Generation), thus impacting the Settlement Quality Meter Data (SQMD) for the O'Neil Generator/Pump facility. 
This occurred from trade date July 9, 1999 through February 15, 2002. During this period, PG&E reported approximately 11,000MWh of load when the 
actual load was approximately 206,300 MWh. Concurrently, PG&E reported approximately 206,300 MWh of generation when the actual amount generated 
was approximately 11,000 MWh. The estimated impact of the meter data mapping error is approximately 195,300 MWh (i.e., 206,300 MWh minus 11,000 
MWh). The over-reporting of generation implies that PG&E received payment for the over-generation and the under reporting of load implies that PG&E 
was under-billed for energy consumed. The preparatory re-run will include corrected data in each day's system recalculation of the period 10/2/00 to 
6/20/01. The impact of the under-raported data for the period 7/9/99 to 10/1/00 will be estimated and corrected using a manual adjustment that will be 
applied during the preparatory re-run. 

CDWR distribution loss factor allocation error (Issue No. 4): In conjunction with the Annual SC SQMD self-audit in 2001, CDWR identified a systemic 
error in the meter data management system, relative to the application of Distribution Loss Factors to CDWR's raw Lateral pump meter reads. Typically, as 
part ofthe Validating Estimating and Editing (VEE) process, each SC modifies its actual meter data to correct that data for distribution system losses from 
the ISO grid to the physical load site, prior to submission to the ISO as SQMD. In attempting to apply these DLFs, CDWR inadvertently programmed its 
meter data management system to multiply the end use data by a DLF that essentially resulted in multiplying by zero. A 3% loss factor should convert to a 
1.03 multiplier. However, the CDWR system was programmed to multiply by an erroneous factor of 0.03, essentially a zero multiplier. 

As a result, CDWR under-reported its lateral pump meter data automatically at zero, rather than at the actual usage plus an adder for distribution losses. This 
error was not readily apparent as the CDWR main Aqueduct pump loads are significantly larger. The CDWR Aqueduct pumps were correctly reported as 
they are automatically and directly read by the ISO Meter system. CDWR has corrected the DLF factor programming error in its meter data management 
system, prospectively and is in the process of re-submitting its under-reported lateral pump data reWospectively, in preparation for ISO Settlement system re- 
runs, to correct the settlement with the Market. This error primarily manifested as UFE charges to the balance of the system. 
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The total under-reported was approximately 167,400 MWh for 1999 and 2000. For 2001, the total MWh underreported was approximately 6,100, for a total 
of approximately 173,500 MWh. The time f~ame affected was July 16, 1999 to February 6, 2001. 

The preparatory re-run will include corrected data in each day's system recalculation of the period 10/2/00 to 6/20101. The impact of the under-reported data 
for the period 7/16/99 to 10/1/00 will be estimated and corrected using a manual adjustment that will be applied during the preparatory re-run. 

ISO Master file correction (Issue No. 5): The resource NUEVO 7 UNIT 1 has been scheduled by APX since 5/15/00. Typically, however, the unit has 
not in fact scheduled; rather, it has deviated without being instructed to do so and has collected UIEpayments. This unit generated approximately 100 MW 
per day. From 1116100 through 1/28/01, the meter data collected by the ISO were not included in the Settlements calculations. The preparatory re-ran will 
cover this time period. Up until 1115100 and starting again on 1/29/01 the meter data were included in the Settlements calculations. 

For NUEVO 7 UNIT1, the data were sont to the ISO on time, but due to an incorr~t entry in the Master File the data did not load into the ISO system. The 
data in the Master File were corrected and the changes were transmitted to the system, allowing the data to be loaded. 

ISO Master file correction (Issue No. 6): When the PX shut down the HNTGBH_6_V600LD resource, its load contract was not assigned to another SC. 
As a result, the load contributed to UFE during this time, was approxunately 5,800 MWh. On 5/I/2002, the contract was assigned to WESC for the affected 
trade dates, which are the dates are from 3/1/01 to 4/30/02 (and to 6/20/01 in the refund period). 

Energy Exchange (Issue No. 7): During the energy crisis at the end of 2000 and the beginning of 2001, there was a general shortage of anergy. To 
maintain the reliability of the ISO Cnid during system emergencies, the ISO arranged energy exchanges to acquire needed energy, in accordance with the ISO 
Tariff. This arrangement was called the Energy Exchange Program (EEP). Under the EEP, the ISO receives energy in one time period, and later returns the 
energy in another time period. The amount of energy being returned is the amount of energy obtained, multiplied by an EEl) Ratio. Since incoming and 
outgoing EEP quantifies differ, are dispatched in diffe~nt time periods, and usually have different market-clearing prices associated with them, there will be 
a cost mismatch. Also, EEP Schedules, as a reliability component of the ISO grid, are exempt from the Grid Management Charge ("GMC"), Wheeling, 
UFE, Neutrafity, and Ancillary Service CA/S") charges. 

The ISO allocates the costs of energy exchanges to SCs participating in the lSO Markets during the "receiving" EEP Schedules. Whenever an energy 
exchange account is closed or reaches a zero balance, the incurred costs are calculated and allocated to the SCs based on their total negative uninstructed 
imbalance energy over those intervals in which the "receiving" EEP Schedules took place. In the California refund proceeding in Docket Nos. EL00-95, et 
a/., the Presiding Judge's December 12, 2003 Proposed Findings of Fact approved this methodology for allocating the costs of energy exchanges, and the 
Commission summarily adopted the Presiding Judge's conclusion in its March 26, 2003 order. 
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Typically, incoming energy creates a positive cash flow for the ISO while the outbound energy creates a negative cash flow. These transactions were 
originally allowed to flow through market neuWality accounts. This approach benefits the loads by undercharging them for the true cost of the EEP 
transaction in the incoming timeframe, and penalizes the fully procured market participants during the return period. In light of the allocation method 
descn'bed above and the large volume of energy obtained under EEP, the true cost needs to be shiRed to EEP Users. 

When the energy was originally obtained, the load was charged, but since there was no payment made at that time for the generation, the extra money 
collected was distributed through neutrality. Later when the energy was returned, the cost incurred to procure the energy in the market was assigned to 
participants in the return period. It instead should have been charged to the participants that were not fully sourced in the original time period. During the 
preparatory re-run, the steps will include: 

1. Removing the positive cash flow from market participants in the "receiving" period and placing it in the ISO EEP Holding Account (BALD 2970). 
2. Removing the negative cash flow from market participants in the "returning" period and placing it in the ISO EEP Holding Account (BALD 2970). 

Note: Steps one and two have actually occurred for the months November 2000, December 2000 and June 2001. 
3. Allocating, under Charge Type ("CT") 487, the net costs of the exchange to the users with negative imbalance energy during the receiving period (CT o 

1487). 
Note: Step three has not yet been done for any period. 

Bilateral Contract with Dynegy (GFN) (Issue No. 8): For an eleven-day period, December 5-15, 2000, the ISO entered into a bilateral contract with 
Dynegy for out of market (OOM) energy, in accordance with Section 2.3.2.2 of the tariff. During the contract period, some of the volumes were incorrectly 
associated with uninstructed energy or ancillary services. The re-ran will correctly allocate all volumes to OOM. The GFN centers around gas price 
justification. Because of the range of outcomes it is diflicuR to predict whether the resolution will involve additional payments to Dynegy or refunds of 
amounts already paid under the contract. 
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Williams (GFN) (Issue No. 9): This GFN relates to previously denied Williams disputes for transactions in December 2000 and January through June, 2001. 
For reasons of mislogging of dispatched energy and errors in the Settlements formula, Williams was not properly compensated for energy provided. The 
issues are, principally, allocation of energy transactions between instructed and uninstructed and the different settlement prices for instructed energy (higher 
Out of Sequence (OOS) prices as opposed to lower OOM prices. Williams' claims under these issues amount to approximately $20-22 million. 

PX (GFN) (Issue No. 10): The PX, on behaif of its participant, SDG&E, filed four Good Faith Negotiations in 1999 covering various issues during 1998 
and 1999. The ISO has reached a Good Faith Negotiation Settlement with the PX and SDG&E for all GFNs, which will include an adjustment to SDG&E of 

:It: 
approximately $2.5 million for Regulation Energy Payment Adjustment (REPA) payments. The adjustment will be applied to the SC (i.e., to the PX) for 
credit to SDG&E. This item will be applied manually during the preparatory re-run since it involves PX transactions. 
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Intra-Zonal Congestion (Issue No. 11): The ISO must reallocate Intra-Zonal Congestion charges in order to charge parties correctly. Intra-Zonal 
Congestion charges had been incorrectly allocated as described below; these charges are in CT 401, 1010, 451, and 452 

After reviewing the data for the Reliability call types for OOS and OOM, the following were identified: 
1.) All of the INC Bid charges for the Reliability call types per resource were paid in CT 401 until 12/12/00. 
2.) All of the DEC Bid charges for the Reliability call types per resource were paid in CT 401 until 10/29/02. 

The above methodology for CT 401 is incorrect, considering the excess cost charge types for Reliability (CT 451 & CT 452) were effective as of 9/l/00. 
The ISO is implementing an automated tool to correet these adjustments. Even though CT 451 and CT 452 will be internally automated for the re-runs, 

these two charge types will continue to be classified as manual charge types in the Charge Matrix and Settlement File Specification. The correct allocation 
methods the ISO will use with regard to CT 451 and CT 452 are as follows: 

CT 4S1 (Real-time Intra-Zonal Congfstion Inc/Dec Settlement) 
A manual charge type utilized to pay the portion of the OOS or OOM bid that is in excess of MCP. 

M~m~l (:71" 452 is utilized to allocate the manual CT 4~1 amount related to the following dispatches: 
• Out-of-Sequence (OOS) Intra-Zonal (Tariff Section 7.3.2 - Grid Operations Charge for Intra-Zonal Congestion) 
• Out-of-Market (OOM) Intra-Zonal (Tariff Section 11.2.4.2.1 - Allocation of Costs Resulting From ISO Dispatch Orders) 

OOS Intra-Zonal dispatched in excess of MCP is allocated to the zonal load based on load and real-time export. 

OOM Intra-Zonal dispatched in excess of MCP is allocated to the PTO. 

Reallocation of CT 1030 Allocations (Issue No. 12): CT 1030 is the allocation of the Non-Compliance charges to the market based upon load and export 
quantities. On March 11, 2002, ISO discovered an issue where the allocation of CT 1030 was done based only on Preliminary statements quantities. Any 
adjustments for the incremental changes to an SC's load and export quantities occurring between the Preliminary and Final statements were not incorporated. 
Beginning trade date January 1, 2002, incremental adjustments were made based Final data. 

The preparatory re-run will include allocations based on the incremental load and export data, between the Preliminary and Final statements, from August 
1999 until Jun 20, 2001. 
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Resehmion of Unavailable A/S (Issue No. 13): The ISO will reschld A/S capacity payments to suppliers that used that A/S capacity to generate uninstructed 
Energy instead of kecping the capacity unloaded as reserves. The ISO believes it is obligated to seek these corrections because suppliers are entitled to 
payment only for services provided. These services were not provided, and therefore no payment should have been made. 

The rescission of unavailable A/S will use C'I" 131 which was used for manual compliance adjustments for Ancillary Services prior to ten-minute 
SeRlements. The revenue will be reallocated to the market through CT 1030 to metered load and exports. A notice detailing the method and providing data 
files and a template for calculation of these charges will be sent to Scheduling Coordinators prior to the preparatory re-run. A further detailed explanation of 
this adjustment will be provided in Appendix L 

Regulation Non-Complianes (Issue No. 14): Errors made in the manual Settlements processing of Regulation Non-Compliance charges should be 
corrected. Several errors discovered include: (a) incorrect trade date processed for Preliminary and Final Statements, Co) missing unit-hours or line items, 
(c) difference between the price published on OASIS and Settlement price, and (d) Regulation Up and Regulation Down services reversed. The affected 
dates are 7/21/00, 7/23/00, 7/24/00, 7/29/00, 12/12/00, 12/24/00, 2/2/01, and 3/20/01. (The dates of 6/7/01, 7/2/01, and 1/9/02, which fall outside the refund 
period and outside the time period for these preparatory re-runs, are also affected.) 

A/S Obligation (Issue No. 15): An incorrect version of A/S software was used during the previous re-run affecting A/S and GMC, and for this reason these 
charges were misallocated. The preparatory re-run will use the correct version of the software to settle A/S and GMC. 

Williams (Issue No. 16): A charge of approximately $8 million to Williams resulted from the FERC order issued on 4/30/01 concerning AES Southland, 
Inc and Williams Energy Marketing & Trading Company. As ordered, the ISO has already reflected this in outstanding balances as a reduction in the 
amounts outstanding owed to Williams. This adjustment will allocate the $8 million to the other Scheduling Coordinators based on their load and export. 

Mblogging (Issue No. 17): Based on the FERC order issued in the California refund proceeding on March 26, 2003, OOS Non-Congestion Imbalance 
Energy Supplemental and OOS Non-Congestion Spin, Non-spin, and Replacement Ancillary Services are eligible to set the historical market clearing price. 
Some OOS transactions were mislogged as OOM. In response to this order, the ISO will have to go back, identify, and correct the call types in order to 
accurately set the MCP. 

The ISO notes that on April 25, 2003, it submitted a request for rehearing concerning the March 26, 2003 FERC order. In this request for rehearing, the ISO 
argued in relevant part that FERC erred in requiring the ISO to determine whether mislogged OOS transactions were non-congestion transactions eligible to 
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set the historical refund period MCP (and the MMCF). The ISO will be unable to begin the preparatory re-run concerning Issue No. 17 until after FERC 
rules on the ISO's request for rehearing. 
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.1 C. trOllU l  I$O Settlements / Rerun 

Amendment 51 
Preparatory Rerun Overview 

Version No. 

Version Date 
Effective Date 

1.4 

01/16/04 
01/16/04 

PURPOSE 
The CAISO will perform a system recalculation (Preparatory rerun) for every day from October 
2, 2000 to June 20, 2001 (Refund Period) in order to provide the most accurate and complete 
information (baseline) for the FERC Compliance Refund Rerun required by the FERC in the 
California refund proceeding (Dockets EL00-95, et al.). During the Refund period different 
Price Caps were in effect. Therefore, the CAISO will use the applicable Price Cap for each 
interval during the Preparatory rerun. The CAISO will follow the processes listed in the 
following appendices to incorporate each of the 17 issues identified in the Amendment No. 51 
proceeding (Docket ER03-746). These processes may be clarified as the reruns progress. Any 
revisions will he posted and notice to Market Participants. 

B A C K G R O U N D  
On October 16, 2003, the CAISO was ordered by FERC to perform a rerun of the CAISO's 
settlements system in order to implement the Mitigated Market Price Methodology (MMCP) 
adopted by the Commission in the California refund proceeding. The CAISO had previously 
determined that a Preparatory rerun was necessary to establish an accurate baseline. The CAISO 
described in detail the need for the Preparatory rerun in the CAISO's initial Amendment No. 5 I 
filing, made on April 15, 2003, and in the compliance filing made on July 3, 2003, and July 9, 
2003. 

R E F E R E N C E S  

1 CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket 

2 October 16, 2003 FERC Order in the California refund proceeding (Dockets EL00-95, et 
at.). 

3 Motion for Leave to File Answer and Answer of the California ISO to Comments and 
Protests in Docket No. ER03-746-000, filed on August 8, 2003. 

G L O S S A R Y  O F  C O M M O N  T E R M S  

Balancing Energy and Ex Post Pricing (BEEF) 
Distribution Loss Factors (DLF) 
Energy Exchange Program (EEP) 
Flexible Spending Cap (FSC) 
Good Faith Negotiations (GFN) 
Hourly Ex-Post Price (HEEP) 
Load Scheduling Entity (LSE) 
Market Clearing Price (MCF) 
Market Operations History (MOH) 
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Operational Meter Analysis and Reporting (OMAR) 
Out Of Market (OOM) 
Out Of Market Energy (00ME) 
Out of Sequence (OOS) 
Scheduling Interface (SI) 
Se111ement Quality Meter Data (SQMD) 
Scheduling and Logging for ISO in California (SLIC) 
Unaccounted For Energy (UFE) 
Uninstructed Energy (UE) 
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 C   .IVORSm ISOI Settlements / Rerun 

Amendment 51 
L Meter Data Issues IA, 2A, 3A, and 4A 

1.3 i 
Version No. l 

Version Date 
Effective Date 

01/16/04__ ~ 
01/16/.04.._! 

P U R P O S E  
In order to correct instances of  mis-reported meter data by PG&E and CDWR in its baseline 
settlements system during the period October 2, 2000 through June 20, 2001, the CAISO will 
rerun its settlements system to incorporate an approximate combined total of 930,300 MWh. 
There are a total of  seven requests regarding mis-reported meter data. 

The impact of the mis-raported data for the period April 1, 1998 through October 1, 2000 (Issues 
1B, 2B, 3B, and 4B) will be estimated and corrected using a manual adjustment that will be 
applied during the latter stages of the preparatory re-run. Since it is not feasible for the CAISO 
to rerun settlements from April l, 1998 to October 1, 2000 the CAISO will incorporate these 
meter data issues using manual adjustments. 

In addition to the four meter data issues described above, based on the FERC order (FERC 
Docket No. ER03-746-001 dated November 14, 2003), the CAISO will also incorporate meter 
data changes for the following: a) PGAE over reported Load for Port of Oakland and City and 
County of San Francisco; b) Dynegy under reported Generation for their resource 
DIVSON 7 NSGTI. 

B A C K G R O U N D  
Issues I A  and 2A - PG&E under-reported Load meter data 
At the request ofCAISO, PG&E performed an internal review to identify cases of under- 
reported load for the Existing Contracts under the Transmission Wholesale Customer portfolio. 
In October 2001, it was determined that PG&E under-raported the Load of a certain Market 
Participant by approximately 539,700 MWh, during the period of April 1, 1998, through June 1, 
2001. 

Issue 3A - PG&E Meter Data Mapping error 
In March 2003, it was determined that a programming error at PG&.E cross-referenced a 
particular meter's Channel 1 data (Load) with Channel 4 data (Generation), thus impacting the 
Settlement Quality Meter Data (SQMD) for the O'Neil Generator/Pump facility. PG&E reported 
approximately 11,000 MWh of load when the actual load was approximately 206,300 MWk 
Concurrently, PG&E reported approximately 206,300 MWh of generation when the actual 
amount generated was approximately 11,000 MWh. The estimated impact of the meter data 
mapping error is approximately 195,300 MWh, for the period of Octoher 2, 2000 and June 20, 
2001. 

Issue No. 4A - CDWR distribution loss factor allocation error 
CDWR identified a systemic error in their meter data management system, relative to the 
application of Distribution Loss Factors (DLF) to CDWR's raw Lateral pump meter reads. In 
attempting to apply DLFs, CDWR inadvertently programmed its meter data management system 
to multiply the end use data by a DLF that essentially resulted in mukiplying by zero. A 3% loss 
factor should convert to a 1.03 multiplier. However, the CDWR system was programmed to 
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Meter Data Issues 1.% 2A, 3.4,, and 4A 

1.3 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/I 6/04 
Effective Date 01/16/04 

multiply by a factor of 0.03, essentially a zero multiplier. The total under-reported amount was 
approximately 167,400 MWh for 1999 and 2000. For 2001, the total MWh underreported was 
approximately 6,100, for a total of approximately 173,500 MWh. The tune frame affected was 
July 16, 19991o February 6, 2001. 

Dynegy under reported Generation Meter Data: The impacted trade dates are from Oct 00, 
Dec 00- April 01 and June 01. Total MWh under reported are approximately 3,250 MWh. 

PGAE Port of Oakland: The impacted trade dates are fi'om Oct 00 - Dec 00. Total MWh mis 
reported are approximately 600MWh. 

PGAE City and County of San Francisco: The impaeted trade dates are Jan 01 - Jun 01. Total 
MWh ntis reported are approximately 1,550 MWh 

OUTLINE OF PROCESS 

1 Submission of Meter Data 

2 Data Vafidation 

3 Data Load 

4 Load Validation 

5 Re-run 

6 Recalculation Validation 

P R O C E S S  D E S C R I P T I O N  

All process listed below are to be completed by the CAISO unless otherwise stated. 

I Submission of Meter Data 

1. I Communicates with the specific SCs regarding revised meter data submission 

A Identify the Trade Dates and Resources, if applicable 

1.2 The SC submits the meter data to the CAISO in the CAISO specified format 

1.3 Notify internal departments when the data has been received 

2 Data Validation 

2.1 Compare data in production against the new meter data to ensure the new data is 
within an acceptable variance range 

2.2 Evaluate the impact the resubmitted meter data has on the submitting SC 
Example: 

A If the SC under reported load, the SC would be charged under Imbalance 
Energy 
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Version No. 

Version Date 
Effective Date 

01/16/04 
01/16/04 

B lfthe SC submitted meter data for und~ reported Generation, the SC would get 
a credit under Imbalance Energy 

Data Load 

3. I Load the meter data into Operational Meter Analysis & Reporting (OMAR) 

3.2 Confirm the expected numbers or row counts have been loaded 

3.3 Data is forwarded to the Settlements system 

4 Re-run 

4.1 Run the Settlements System with the new meter data 

5 Recalculation Validation 

5.1 Validate the data a_Rer the Settlement system calculation is completed to ensure 
neutrality and expected charge types are affected 

R E F E R E N C E S  

1 CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket 

2 October 16, 2003 FERC Order in the California refund proceeding (Dockets EL(~95, et 
al.) 

A S S U M P T I O N S  

Changes were made to the Allocations during the refund period. The CAISO will use the 
appropriate allocation methodologies for the specific date range. 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  TYPES 

The following is a l ist  of potentially affected Charge Types 
• 401 , 4 0 6  
• 407 * 1010 

E X P E C T E D  I M P A C T  

I PG&E 

1.1 Increased costs for loed-related charges 

1.2 Decreased UFE costs 

2 Serving Load in PG&E territory 

2.1 Decreased UFE costs 

3 All Control Area 

3.1 Decreased neutrality charges 
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AMENDMENT 51 
Post Master File Issues 5 and 6 

f 

Version No. 1.2 I 

,, Version Date 01/15/04 
[ Effective Date 01116104 ] 

P U R P O S E  

Issue 5: This issue will include in the CAISO Settlements system approximately 100 MW in 
generation per clay from November 6, 2000 to January 28, 2001 that was provided by 
NUEVO_7_UNIT 1. The adjustment is necessary, because the Master File did not have the 
correct end date for NUEVO 7 UNIT 1. 

Issue 6: This correction will include the 5,800 MWh of Unaecounted for Energy (UFE) 
associated with HNTGBH_6 V6OOLD in the CAISO Settlement system. 

B A C K G R O U N D  

Issue 5: Data was sent to the CAISO for NUEVO_7_UNIT 1, but due to an incorrect entry in the 
Master File, the data did not load into the CAISO Settlement system. The data in the Master File 
was corrected and the changes were transmitted to the Settlement system, allowing the data to he 
loaded. 

Issue 6: When the PX shin down the HNTGBH_6_V6OOLD resource, the contract was not 
assigned to another Scheduling Coordinator (SC). As a result the load contributed approximately 
5,800 MWh to UFE. On May 1, 2002 the contract was assigned to WESC for the affected trade 
dates, March I, 2001 to April 30, 2003. 

P R O C E S S  D E S C R I P T I O N  

All processes are to be completed by the CAISO unless otherwise stated. 

1 Enter missing contract information into the Master File 

2 Re-pull the meter data from the Settlement system 

3 Run settlements batch recalculation 

R E F E R E N C E S  

1 CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket. 

A S S U M P T I O N S  

No Assumptions were made for Issues 5 and 6. 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  TYPES 

The following is a list of potentially affected Charge Types 
• 401 • 406 
• 4 0 7  • I 0 1 0  
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Version Date 01/16/04 
Effective Date 01/16/04 

P U R P O S E  
The Energy Exchange Program (EEP) identifies the energy obtained by the CAISO through 
exchange an'angements with other Control Areas, and shifts the financial impact of those 
transactions from the market, as a whole, to the actual consumers of the energy. 

The CAISO will identify the positive and negative power flow during the "receiving" and 
"returning" exchange periods and place it in the ISO Energy Exchange Program (EEP) Holding 
Account. (Exchanges that took place during the months of November and December 2000, and 
June 2001 have already been identified during the PG&E Rerun but not yet allocated) 

The CAISO will also allocate the net costs of the exchanges to Scheduling Coordinators in 
proportion to their net negative deviations during the "receiving" periods. 

B A C K G R O U N D  
During the energy crisis at the end of 2000 and the beginning of 2001, there was a general 
shortage of energy. To maintain the reliability of the CAISO Grid during system emergencies, 
the CAISO arranged power exchanges to acquire needed energy. This arrangement was called 
the Energy Exchange Program (EEP). Under EEP, the CAISO receives energy in one time 
period, and later returns the energy in another time period. The amount of energy being returned 
is the amount of energy obtained, multiplied by an EEP Ratio. Since incoming and outgoing EEP 
quantities differ, are dispatched in differem time periods, and the rnarket-clearing prices are 
usually different, there will be a cost mismatch. EEP Schedules, as a reliability component of the 
CAISO grid, are exempt from GMC, Wheeling, UFE, Neutrality, and Ancillary Service charges. 

Typically, incoming exchange energy creates a positive cash flow for the CAISO while the 
outbound exchange energy creates a negative cash flow (during the receive period, energy comes 
into the CAISO "free of charge", while during the return period, the CAISO must "purchase" the 
return energy). These transactions were originally allowed to flow through market neutrality 
accounts. This approach benefits the users in the receive period by undercharging them for the 
true cost of the EEP transaction in the incoming timeframe, and penalizes the market participants 
during the return period. Further, with the advent of Amendment 33, effective December 8, 
2000, the excess costs were allocated to the net uninstructed deviations in the renan period 
(Charge Type 1010 from December 8 through December 1 I, 2000 and Charge Type 487 
beginning December 12, 2000). In some cases SCs were assigned with several thousands of 
dollars per MWh. Between the CAISO TariffAmendment 33 and the large volume of energy 
obtained under EEP, the true cost should be charged to market participants that benefited from 
the exchange arrangements. 

The Energy Exchange mechanism, to make these corrections, was the topic of filings at FERC. 
The new sofLware will take back excess charges in the return period and allocate them to the net 
uninstructed deviators in the receive period, the consumers of the energy exchange. Each control 
area was assigned an EEP account for exchanges with the CAISO. When an Energy Exchange 
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account is closed or reaches a zero MWh balance, the incurred net costs are calculated and 
allocated to the SC based on their total negative Uninstructed Energy over those intervals in 
which the incoming schedules took place. The CA/SO created Charge Type 1487 to allocate the 
net cost of the Energy Exchange accounts. Charge Type 1487 may not appear on every 
statement, only when an EEP account is closed or reaches a zero balance 

Example: 
Load Scheduling Entity (LSE) Alpha was under scheduled for December 20, 2000 and 
Control Area Bravo provided the 100 MW, which appears free ofcharge in the receive 
period. 

The energy is returned by the CA/SO to Control Area Bravo on January 6, 7, and 29 at a 
quantity usually greater than a one-to-one ratio. Originally, during the return period, the 
CA/SO procured the extra energy in the imbalance market and charged the additional 
cost to the uninstructed deviations on that day. With the new Energy Exchange 
accounting, those costs for January 6, 7, and 29 are accumulated, and because the EEP 
account for Control Area Bravo "zeroed" from the MW standpoint on January 29, the 
combined costs for January 6, 7, and 29 are charged after the January 29 to LSE Alpha. 

The conclusion is that although the energy exchange was initiated on December 20, LSE 
Alpha will not see the charge for December 20 until after the January 29 statement. 

The CA/SO began this process during the PG&E rerun in June through August 2001 and was 
forced to abandon it pending completion of soRware. So during November, December 2000, and 
June 2001, the CA/SO credited the net negative deviators of the return periods, but this was not 
charged to the receive period. During the rerun, the CAlSO will reverse the adjustments for 
November, December 2000, and June 2001 so the charges will appear as they did aRer the 
original settlement, and then the new soRware will totally reverse the charges and apply them to 
the receive periods. 

OUTLINE 
1 Calculate EEP Net Cost 

2 Determine Users of EEP 

3 Allocate Additional (Net) Costs to Users 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
All processes are completed by the CA/SO unless otherwise stated. 

1 Calculate EEP Net Cost 

1.1 Gather all the data pertaining to the Exchanges (i.e. Price, Amounts, Intervals) 

1.2 Multiply the MWs Received by the Exchange Ratio to get the MWs Returned 
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1.4 

01/16/04 
01/16/04 

1.3 Assign the price and place in the Holding Account (BA2970) 

1.4 Calculate the net cost of the exchange 

Determine Users of EEP 

2. I Gather all the data pertaining to Negative Deviations in the incoming period (i.e. 
Consumers) 

2.2 Add the negative UE of Non-Regulation Units (netted by BA and by Sub Hour) to the 
Positive UE of Regulation Units (netted by BA, Sub Hour), during the Incoming 
Hour to determine the billable quantity. 

Allocate Additional (Net) Costs to Users 

3.1 Gather all the necessary data 

3.2 Divide the net EEP cost into the MW used by each EEP user 

R E F E R E N C E S  

I CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket 

2 FERC March 26, 2003 Order (Docket Nos. EL00-95, et al.) 

3 Market Notice August 10, 2001 (CAISO Notification - CT 1487 - Energy Exchange 
Program Neutrality Adjustment) 

Letter Of Agreament between BPA and CAISO is FERC Docket ER01-2886 (R/MS 
document #2200559 and acceptance #2216418). 

4 

A S S U M P T I O N S  

1 Date range is ascertained when the MWh amounts cross to zero for an EEP account. 

2 EEP allocation will be verifiable to EEP Users. 

3 Settlement Detail Comments will include the total dollars of the exchange, the EEP User 
MWs and the overall period of the exchange. 

3.1 Example: "ENERGY EXCHANGE PROGRAM FOR ACCOUNT 
PACW CISO_EXCH FROM 10-DEC-2000 TO 31-DEC-2000. TOTAL AMOUNT 
= 3008137.53; TOTAL UE = -147451.7089" 

4 All manual reversals will he identified as Imbalance Energy delta transactions (Charge 
Types 401,407, 481,487, 1010, 1210) 
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Version No. 

Version Date 01/16/04- 
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A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  TYPES 
The following is a list of  potentially affected Charge Types 

• 487 
• I010 
• 1487 

EXPECTED IMPACT 

1 Any manual adjustments associated with Energy Exchange made during the PG&E rerun, 
June though August 2001, will be reversed during the Preparatory Rerun 

2 During the "receiving" period, previous over payments in Charge Type 1010 are returned 
(due) to CAISO 

3 Under-resourced SCs with Negative Uninstructed Energy charges during the "receiving" 
period are allocated their portion ofthe EEP costs in the new Charge Type 1487 

4 During the "returning" period, previous over charges in Charge Type 1010 are returned 
(due) to SC 

5 Charges in Charge Type 487 in the "returning" period, will decrease as the Energy 
Exchange MWh will pay their prurma share of  the costs 

6 Scheduling Coordinators can review the BA 2970 account to identity the receiving period 
(Charge Type 401) transactions and returning period (Charge Type 407) transactions 
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A M E N D M E N T  51 
Dynegy Bilateral Contract (GFN) - Issue No 8 

! 1.3 
i Version No. 

Version Date 01/16/04 
Effective Date 01/16/04 

P U R P O S E  

Pursuant to an I 1-day bilateral contract entered into in December of 2000 the CAISO will 
reclassify Dynegy's unscheduled positive generation output to Out Of Market (OOM) Energy, 
and re-price the volumes based on the terms of the bilateral contract. The reclassification applies 
to generation units for all hours from December 5 to December 15, 2000. 

B A C K G R O U N D  
For an 1 l--day period, December 5 to December 15, 2000, the CAISO entered into a bilateral 
contract with Dynegy for Out Of Markct (OOM) energy, with the price to be determined based 
on the costs incurred by Dynegy to produce this energy. The contract is currently the subject of 
Good Faith Negotiations between the CAISO and Dynegy. The CAISO has been unable to 
satisfactorily verify Dynegy's gas procurement costs. Additionally there were instances where 
Uninstructed Energy (UE) resulted from inaccurate dispatch logging. The transactions currently 
appear as Uninstructed Energy (UE) in the CAISO's Settlement system During the preparatory 
rerun positive energy provided by Dynegy dur'mg the 1 l-day period will be re-classified as 
Instructed Energy. Pricas for the Dynegy contract will also be adjusted based on the terms of the 
contract. The inputs to this calculation will be, emissions charges, average heat rates of the 
applicable Dynegy units, and a gas price calculated using the methodology established by FERC 
in the California refund proceeding. 

The impact of this adjustment will be to lower prices paid to Dynegy and to lower revenues 
payable to Dynegy vs. amounts credited to Dynegy thus far. This reduction will be 
approximately $50 million. 

Subsequent to the preparatory rerun the Dynegy contract will be subject to a gas price 
adjustment. This may increase revenues to Dynegy over and above the outcome of the 
preparatory rerun. This adjustment will be made at the same time as the other gas price 
adjusaneuts ordered by FERC as part of the Califumia Refund proceeding. 

O U T L I N E  O F  P R O C E S S  

l Recalculate 

2 Adjustments 

3 Reclassify 

P R O C E S S  D E S C R I P T I O N  

All processes are to be complcted by the CAISO unless otherwise stated. 
I Recalculate 

1.1 Recalculate the Billable Quanmy and Price 
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1.3 
Version No. 

01/16/04 Version Date 
Effective Date 01/16/04 

1) BQ = MAX(0,Metereh., x GMMa h - Final HA Schedule / 6 - Ramping 
Energy~h.o) 

B The contract price will be calculated for each Dynegy Generator resource using 
the following formula: 

I) CP = (AHRi, h,o/1,000 x FERC Rerun Gas Cost) + Emissions Charge i + 
MIN(I 0% production cost, $25) 
where; 

• AHR~.h. is the average heat rate ofresource i associated with its 
operating range during subinterval o of hour h. 

• The FERC Rerun Gas Cost is the production basin plus transportation 
adder gas cost for delivery at Topock, as prescribed by FERC. 

• The production cost is defined as the sum ofthe gas and emissions 
cost for each unit for each day. 

2) The Settlement Amount = CP x BQ 

C These recalculated quantities and prices are considered source data used for 
settlemem calculation. 

Adjustments 

2.1 Zero-out all ECH 1 Ancillary Service capaeity 

A All originally awarded AS capacity schedules will he zeroed-out and 
recalculated to reverse the previous AS capacity payments. 

2.2 Zero-out BEEP dispatched Energy in Residual Energy Template 

A All originally dispatched BEEP Energy will be zeroed-out and calculated to 
reverse the previously dispatched lmtrueted Energy quantities and payments. 

2.3 Reverse all manual adjustments related to No Pay, Charge Type 485, and Instructed 
Energy 

A All originally dispatched BEEP Energy will be zeroad-out mad calculated to 
reverse previously rescinded energy or capacity payments, including any 
penalty charges. 

Reclassify 

3.1 Approximately 188,000 of Dynegy's generation, eurrontly reflected in the CAISO's 
records as BEEP energy and Uninstructed Fmergy, will be reclassified as OOM 
Instructed Imbalance Energy. 

REFERENCES 

1 CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket. 
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Dynegy Bilateral Contract (GFN) - Issue No 8 

Version No. 

Version Date 
Effective Date 

1.3 

01/16/04 
01/16/04 .., 

A S S U M P T I O N S  

1 New Billable Quantities and associated prices for 10 minute BEEP intervals are input into 
the shared Market Quality template 

2 The records will utilize existing sequence instruction numbers to ensure the new records 
act to reverse existing OOS data 

3 Dynegy GFN billable quantities and prices take priority over all existing records or 
adjustments 

4 Dynegy units that were dispatched pursuant to the I I-day contract can neither set the MCP 
or be subject to FERC price mitigation. However, the price calculations for these 
transactions will utilize the FERC refund gas price mythology 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  T Y P E S  

The following is a list of'potentially affected Charge Types 
• l • 2 I 4 * 5  * 6  
• 5 l  • 5 2  • 5 4  • 5 5  • 5 6  

• 111 • 112  * 114  • 115  * 116 
• 401 • 407 * 481 • 485 • 487 
• 1010 • 1011 

E X P E C T E D  I M P A C T  

1 Reduced Neutrality Costs (Charge Type 1010) for the month of  December 2000 

2 Reduced cost for Instructed Energy purchased over the price cap during December 2000 

3 Credit for Ancillary Services Allocations 

4 Credit for RationalBuyer Settlement 
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AMENDMENT 51 
Post  W i l l i a m s  ( G I ~ )  - I s sue  N o  9 

1.6 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30/04 
Effective Date 01/30/04 

PURPOSE 
The CAISO will make certain corrections resulting from Good Faith Negotiations initiated by 
Williams. The corrections relate to Scheduling Interface (SI) Data (price/quantity) associated 
with the categorization of Out of Sequence/Out of  Market (OOS/OOM) Energy for Williams. 
Some OOS records associated with Williams were initially input as OOM with the associated 
Hourly Ex Post Price. Portions of this correction overlap Preparatory Re-run Issue 17 (Mis- 
Logging). The CAISO will also update Megawatt corrections associated with dispatch ofln- 
Sequence energy incorrectly calculated by ISO software. 

B A C K G R O U N D  
Williams had previously been denied disputes relating to transactions in December 2000 and 
January through June 2001. These disputes concerned the mis-logging ofdispatched energy and 
errors in the Settlement formula. Some o f  the disputes were determined to be valid during the 
GIN process between the CAISO and Williams. The preparatory rerun will correct the MWh 
volumes with respect to certain of these transactions so that correct prices can Ix: applied during 
the refund rerun. 

OUTLINE 

I Williams Disputes 

2 Research of Disputes 

3 Reclassify Based on Findings 

4 Establish Agreement 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
All processes are completed by the CAISO unless otherwise stated. 

1 Williams Disputes 

1.1 Williams files disputes 

2 Research of Disputes 

2.1 Verified MW quantities based on CAISO data 

2.2 Verified pric~, based on bid data 

3 Reclassify Based on Findings 

3.1 Reclassify the MW quantities from OOM to OOS. 

3.2 Correct MW quantity and/or price based on findings 

4 Communicate and reach agreement with Williams on proposed changes 
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AMENDMENT 51 
Post Williams ( G i ~  - i~ue  No 9 

R E F E R E N C E S  

1.6 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30104 
Effective Date 01/30/04 

I CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CA[SO in that Docket. 

A S S U M P T I O N S  

l All manual adjustments are zeroed/reversed out to avoid double payments 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  TYPES 
The following is a list of potentially affected Charge Types 

• 4 0 1  * 481 • 487 * I010 

E X P E C T E D  I M P A C T  

I Net Deviators 

l.I An increase in charges in Charge Type 487 for the intervals in which corrections were 
made. 

2 Williams 

2.1 An increase in credits in Charge Types 401 and481 for the intervals in which 
corrections were made. 

3 This impact of this adjustment was estimated at $20 - 22 million in the July 3 Compliance 
filing in the Amendment No. 51 proceeding. It is expected that the total adjustment will be 
less than this amount. 
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A M E N D M E N T  51 
PX GFN - Issue 10 

1.4 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30/04 
Effective Date 01/30/04 

P U R P O S E  

A manual adjustment is included in the Preparatory re-run to adjust Regulation Energy Payment 
Adjustment (REPA) payments to SDG&E ofapproximatcly $2.5 million. The adjustment will 
be applied to the SC and the PX for a credit to SDG&E. 

B A C K G R O U N D  

The PX on behalf of its participant, SDG&E, filed four Good Faith Negotiations (GFN) in 1999 
covering various issues during 1998 and 1999. The CAISO has reached a GFN settlement with 
the PX and SDG&E for all GFNs, which results in an adjustment related to GFN 99 ADR 016. 

GFN 99 A D R  016: Regulation Taken Beyond the range awarded in the market 
The adjustments performed under issue I0 involves intervals where the ISO dispatched units 
outside their regulation range. SDG&E alleged that the ISO dispatched units outside their 
regulation range and SDG&E was not properly compensated for REPA (Regulation Energy 
Payment Adjustment) payments in place during the period in question. ARer lengthy research 
and discussion with SDG&E and the PX, it was determined that SDG&E's dispute was valid. 
The Regulation service provided by SDG&E was rightfully a service that the market received 
value flora but did not compensate SDG&E. Consistent with the CAISO Tariffprovisions in 
place at the time, the additional amounts due to SDG&E will be charged to Demand and credited 
to the PX on behalf of SDG&.E. The adjustment will he for seven months in 1998 (May thru 
November) and will be charged to the aggregate Demand in each month. 

P R O C E S S  D E S C R I P T I O N  

All processes are completed by the CAISO unless otherwise stated. 
I Credit approximately $2.5 million to the PX under Charge Type 1003 and charge that 

amount to Demand through CT 1013. These transactions includes trade dates in May 1998 
and July through November 1998. 

2 Charges to 1013 noted above will be made based on the monthly metered demand 

R E F E R E N C E S  

1 CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket. 

2 CAISO's Amendment No. 8 filing 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  T Y P E S  

The following is a l~t of potentially affected Charge Types 
• 1003 • 1013 
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A M E N D M E N T  51 
PX GFN - Issue 10 

1.4 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30/04 
Effective Date ~ ' ~  

E X P E C T E D  I M P A C T  

Total dollars of  approximately $2.5 million will be credited to the PX and charged to the 
CAISO market through CT 1013. 

2 Charges will be allocated monthly instead of daily or hourly. 
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 CA1LII OlU II  I50 Settlements I Rerun 

AMENDMENT 51 
lntra-Zonal Congestion - Issue 11 

1.4 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30/04 
Effective Date 01/30/04 

P U R P O S E  

The CAISO will implement an automated tool to realloeate Intra-Zonal Congestion Charges (CT 
451 and 452) in order to charge parties correctly. Even though Charge Types 451 and 452 will 
be internally automated for the re-runs, these two Charge Types will continue to be classified as 
manual charge types in the Charge Matrix and Settlement File Specification. The correct 
allocation methodology that the CA1SO will use with regard to these two Charge Types is; (1) 
the portion ofan OOS or OOM bid in excess of  the MCP will be allocated to manual Charge 
Type 451 (Real-time IntraoZoual Congestion Inc/Dec Settlement), and (2) the manual CT 451 
amount related to OOM and OOS Intra-Zoual dispatches will be allocated to manual CT 452. 

B A C K G R O U N D  

After reviewing data for the Reliability call types for Out of  Sequence (OOS) and Out of  Market 
(OOM), the following was identified: 

1. All of  the INC Bid charges for the Reliability call types per resource were originally 
paid in Charge Type 401 until December 12, 2000 

a. The portion within the MCP and above the MCP was paid in 401 
b. The portion above MCP should have be charged and paid through CT 451 and 

452 
2. All of  the DEC Bid charges for the Reliability eall types per resource were 

originally paid in Charge Type 401 until October 29, 2000 
The above methodology for Charge Type 401 is incorrect, because the excess cost charge types 
for Reliability (Charge Type 451 and Charge Type 452) were effective as of  September 1, 2000. 

O U T L I N E  

1 Recalculate Billable Quantity and Prioe 

2 Reverse Historical Caleulatioas 

3 Validation 

4 C~deulate New Charges 

P R O C E S S  D E S C R I P T I O N  

All processes listed beiow are to be completed by tbe CAISO unless othm'wisc stated. 
1 Update Source Data 

2 Reverse Historical Calculations relating to lntm-Zoual congestion Charges 

3 Validation 

3.1 Pre Validation 

A Verify changes prior to data push to Settlements 

3.2 Post Validation 
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A M E N D M E N T  51 
I n t r a - Z o n a i  C o n g e s t i o n  - I s sue  11 

Version No. 

Version Date 
Effective Date 

1.4 

01/30/04 
01/30104 

4 

A Verify data after Settlements System batch calculations 

Calcolate New Charges 

R E F E R E N C E S  

l CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket. 

2 Tariff Section 7.3.2 - Grid Operations Charge for Intra-Zonal congestion 

3 Tariff Section I 1.2.4.2.1 - Allocation of Costs Resulting From 1SO Dispatch Orders 

A S S U M P T I O N S  

I The cost of Out of Sequence (OOS) Intra-Zonal dispatches in excess of MCP are allocated 
to zonal load, based on load and real-time exports 

2 The cost of Out of Market (OOM) Intra-Zonal dispatches in excess of MCP are allocated to 
the responsible Participating Transmission Operator (PRO) 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  T Y P E S  
The following is a list of potcnfmlly affected Charge Types 

• 401 • 451 
• 452 * 1010 

E X P E C T E D  I M P A C T  

I Reversal o f manual Excess adjustments 

2 Reallocation of Excess cost for Reliability call type for OOS and OOM: 

2.1 For OOM dispatcbes, the cost will be allocated to the respons~le PTO 

2.2 For OOS dispatches, tim costs will be allocated to Zonal Load 
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A M E N D M E N T  51 
Reallocation of  CT 1030 Allocations - Issue 12 

Version No. ] 1.3 

Version Date t 01/30/04 
Effective Date 01/30/04 

PURPOSE 
An adjustment will be made in the allocation of Charge Type (CT) 1030 to account for the 
incremental data received between Preliminary and Final Settlements, because the incremental 
data received after the Preliminary settlements were not captured and calculated for the Final 
s~lements of CT 1030. 

B A C K G R O U N D  
CT 1030 is the allocation of the Non-Compliance charge to the market based upon load and 
export quantities. On March 11, 2002, the CAISO discovered that the allocation of CT 1030 was 
based only on Preliminary statement quantities, that is, any adjustments for the incremental 
changes to an SC's load and export quantities occurring between the Preliminary and Final 
statements were not incorporated. Beginning trade date January 1, 2002, incremental 
ad'justmcnts were made based on Final Data. 

OUTLINE 

1 Reversal of  Hiatorical CT 1030 Allocations 

2 Recalculation of new Charges 

3 Reallocation of new Charges 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
All  processes listed below are to be completed by the CA[SO unless otherwise stated. 

1 Reversal of  Allocations 

1.1 Reversal of  Historical CT 1030 preliminary manual adjustments for the period 
August 18, 1999 to October 1,2000 

1.2 Reversal of  the latest CT 1030 data for the period of Oetoher 2, 2000 to June 20, 2001 
manually entered into the Settlements system 

2 Recalculation of CT 1030 Charges 

2.1 Recalculation of  new CT 1030 based on new metered demand (the incremental 
change between the Prelim and the Final Statement). 

REFERENCES 

3 CA1SO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other p l ~ ' m g s  filed by 
the CA/SO in that Docket. 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E  T Y P E S  

The following is a list of potentially affected Charge Types 
• 1030 • 1210 
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~"::~::"~ " "~- .~mx. .A~__rORNIA ISO Settlements / Rerun Version No. 
1.3 

Version Date 01/30/04 AMENDMENT 51 
Reallocation of CT 1030 Allocations - Issue 12 Eff~tiveD~e 01/30/04 

E X P E C T E D  I M P A C T  

The net amount allocated will not change, but each SCs share of CT 1030 may change based on 
the changed meter demand. 
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 CALIFORNIA ISO 
c4ma~7::~: ~ l l u m r  - 

AMENDMENT 51 
Regulation Nou-Compllauee - Issue 14 

1.6 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30104 
Effective Date 01/29104 

1 P U R P O S E  

Prior to 2002, Non-Compliance charges were calculated by the Compliance department and 
submitted to the Settlements department in a spreadsheet via e-mail so that charges would be 
processed and applied on Preliminary Settlements Statements. Settlements, manually uploads 
this spreadsheet into a tool that applies charges to the statements and perform the reallocations to 
the markcL The CAISO has identified errors made in this transfer of data internally. The CAISO 
will correct errors made in the manual Settlements process, consisting of approximately 
$500,000 of Regulation Non-Compliance charges, for the following dates only: August 18, 1999, 
August 20, 1999 to August 22, 1999, August 26, 1999, August 31, 1999, September 6, 1999, 
October 10, 1999, Nov 26, 1999, November 30, 1999, Dccemberi, 1999, December 14, 1999, 
December 30, 1999, July 21, 2000, July 23, 2000, July 24, 2000, July 31,2000, August 2, 2000, 
December 22, 2000, December 24, 2000, February 2, 2001, March 20, 2001 and June 7, 2001. 
The errors to be corrected include: 

• Incorrect Trade Date processed for Preliminary and Final Statements 
• Missing Unit-houra or Line Items 
• Difference between the price published on OASIS and the Settlement price 
• Regulation Up charges applied as opposed to Regulation Down services and vice-versa. 

2 B A C K G R O U N D  
The Non-Compliance charges rescind Ancillary Service capacity payments when they are 
unavailable in real-time. 

The Non-Compliance charge types include: Spinning, Non Spinning, Replacement, Regulation 
Up and Regulation Down. 

3 OUTLINE 

Reversal of  Allocations for Affected Trade Dates and Charge Types 

Recalculation of new Charges 

Re, allocation of new Charges 

4 P R O C E S S  D E S C R I P T I O N  
All processes listed below are to be completed by the CAISO unless otherwise stated. 
I. Reversal of  original charges/credits for Affected Trade Dates 

l.I. Reversal of  CT 131 (from 8/1/99 to 10/15/00), CT 145 (from 10/16/00 - 6/20/01), CT 
146 (from 10/I 6/00 - 6/20/01 ), and CT 1030 (from 8/I 8/98 - 6/20/01 ) preliminary 
manual adjustments. 

2. Recalculation of the Penalty Charge 
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AMENDMENT 51 
Regulation Non-Compllanea - I s s u e  14 

1.6 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30/04 
Effective Date 01/29104 

. 

2.1. Correction o f  the CT 131, CT 145 and CT 146 for the trade dates mentioned in the 
Purpose. 

Recalculation of  Allocation Charge 

3.1. Recalculation o f  new CT 1030 based on new metered demand. 

5 REFERENCES 
CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by the 
CAISO in that Docket. 

6 AFFECTED CHARGETYPES 
The followingisalistofpotantially affected Charge Types 

• 131 • 145  • 

• 1030 • 1210 • 

7 EXPECTED IMPACT 

146 

Appcoxlmate Dollar Impact by Chl _ _. 

TRADE DATE 
18-Aug-g~ 

20-Aug-9S 

21-Aug-9£ 

22-Aug-gg 

26-Aug-gg 

31-Aug-gg 

6-Sep-9~ 
lO-Oct-9g 

Charge Type 

CT 131 

CT 131 

CT 131 

CT 131 

CT 131 

CT 131 

CT 131 
CT 131 

26-Nov-gg CT 131 

30-Nov-9g CT 131 

1-De¢-95 CT 131 

14-Dec-gg CT 131 

30-Dec-gg CT 131 

21-Jul-0C CT 131 

23-Jul-O(; CT 131 

24-Jub00 CT 131 

31-Jul-00 CT 131 

2-Aug-O0 

22-Dec-00 

CT 131 

CT 145, CT 146 

rge Type Par Trade Date 
~ v o x  Amount 
$ 130.OO 
$ 20.00 

$ 30.00 
$ (5,000.00) 
$ (3,000.00) 
$ 300.00 
$ 21000.00 
S (4,000.00) 
$ (9oo.oo) 
$ (525.0o) 
$ (I ,200.00) 

$ lOO.OO 
$ (2oo.oo) 
$ (450.oo) 
$ (e,ooo.oo) 
$ (200,120.00) 
$ 125.00 
$ 450.00 
$ 7,000.00 
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~ C A L I F O R N I A  ISO Settlement~ / Rerun 
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AMENDMENT 51 
Regulation Non-Compliance - Issue 14 

24-0ec-00 CT 145, CT 146 $ (20J00.00) 
2-Feb-01 CT 145, CT 146 $ (367,000.00) 

20-Mar-01 CT 145, CT 146 $ 40f000.00 

7-Jun-01 CT 145~ CT 146 $ 25r800.00 
TOTAL $ (535,190.00) 

1.6 
Version No. 

Version Date 01/30/04 
Effective Date 01/29/04 
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AMENDMENT 51 
AnctUary Service Obligation - Issue 15 

Version No. 

Version Date 
Effective Date 

1.3 

02/02/04 
0100100 

P U R P O S E  
CAISO originally used software that included negative Hour Ahead (HA) Billable Quantities 
(BQ) for the calculation of the weighted average Price. A software fix was implemented that will 
calculate the weighted average price correctly for the period of October 2, 2000 to June 20, 2001. 

B A C K G R O U N D  

An incorrect version of the Ancillary Service software was used previously affecting Ancillary 
Services (A/S) and GMC, causing charges relating to Ancillary Services and GMC to be 
misallocated. The misallocation was a result ofthe software ineorpor~ing negative HA BQ for 
capacity and therefore the weighted average price was calculated incorrectly. The preparatory 
re-run will use the revised version of the software to re-settle Ancillary Services and GMC 
charges. 

R E F E R E N C E S  

1 CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket 

A F F E C T E D  C H A R G E T Y P E S  
Thefollowing~ a fist ofpotentmllyaffectedCharge Types 

• I I I  • 112 • I 1 4  

• 115 * 116 • 1011 
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AMENDMENT 51 
Williams - Issue 16 

1.4 
Version No. 

Version Date 02/02/04 
Effective Date 01/29/04 

P U R P O S E  

This adjustment involves the allocation of $8 million refund from Williams to the other 
Scheduling Coordinators during the period of April 25 to May 11, 2000. 

B A C K G R O U N D  
During the period in question Williams had a Reliability Must-Run (RMR) contracts with the 
CAISO. These contracts allow the CA/SO to dispatch designated units to provide Energy and 
Ancillary Services essential to the reliability of the California transmission network. The units 
covered by the RMR contracts are Alarnitos Unit 4 and Huntington Beach Unit 2, which are 
owned, operated, and maintained by AES. 

The CA/SO was unable to dispatch Alamitos 4 from April 25 to May 5, 2000 because it was 
unavailable for service. Accordingly, to provide needed reliability service, the CA/SO called 
upon another Alamitos unit, Alamitos 3. This dispatch was considered an Out of Sequence 
(OOS) call which meant that the applicable rate was the bid price that Williams submitted for 
that unit. The bid price was at or very near the than-maximum bid price of $750 per megawatt 
hour. 

During the period of May 6 to May 11, 2000 the CA/SO attempted to dispatch Huntington Beach 
2. However, this unit was also unavailable for service. The CA/SO again called on a different 
unit to provide the needed reliability service, Aiamitos 5. Again, this dispatch was considered an 
OOS call Again, the bid price was set by Williams at or very near the then-maximum bid price 
of $750 per magawatt hour. 

On April 30, 2001, the Commission issued an Order Approving Stipulation and Consent 
Agreement in which Williams agreed to refund the CA/SO $8 million, to reimburse the CA/SO 
for the additional revenues paid to Williams related with the outages described above. The 
CAISO accounted for this refund as an $8 million reduction to the amount that Williams was 
owed for invoices dating from November and December 2000. However, the CA/SO has yet to 
allocate the $8 million to the rest of the CA/SO Market. This manual adjustment does this by 
allocating the $8 million to zonal load and exports in SPI5 on the applicable dates in April and 
May of 2000. 

P R O C E S S  O U T L I N E :  

Issue 16 relates to the Pre- FERC Refund period and therefore manual adjustments will be made 
to correct/incorporate the issue in the rerun. 

R E F E R E N C E S  

1 CAlSO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CA/SO in that Docket 
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:: ¢" " ' ~ ' '  = , , / . , m ~ . , A t a r u u l q l e t  lSO Settlements / Rerun Version No. 
1.4 

Version Date 02/02/04 AMENDMENT 51 
Williams - I s s u e  1 6  Effective Date 01/29/04 

2 FERC Order Approving Stipulation and Consent Agreement issued April 30, 2001 in 
Docket No. IN01-3-001 

AFFECTED CHARGE TYPES 
The following is a list ofpotentially affected Charge Types 

• 4 0 1  • 451 
• 452 * 1010 

EXPECTED IMPACT 
SCs in SPI5 will get credit under CT 1010 and CT 452 based on the metered demand. 
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AMENDMENT S1 
Post Mb-logging l u u e  No 17 

Version No. 

Version Date 
Effective Date 

1.0 

1115104 
01116/04 

P U R P O S E  

The CAISO will recalculate the Market Clearing Price (MCP) to account for the Out of 
Sequence (OOS) transactions that were mislogged as Out Of Market (OOM) transactions during 
tbe October 2, 2000 through June 20, 2001 period (Refund Period). To do this the CA1SO wil l  
identify, and correct all GG exceptions and call types that were m-logged. The GG exceptiorm 
were originally logged as OOM dispatches with associated Hourly Ex-Post Price (HEPP) and 
were not included in the original MCP calculations. 

B A C K G R O U N D  

The mis-logging item is one governed mostly by the California Refund proceeding (FERC 
Dockets EL00-95, eta/.), but was also included as Item ! 7 in the Preparatory Rerun in 
Amendment No. 51 because R was necessary to correct the volumes eligible to set the MCP. 
The FERC order issued in the California Refund proceeding on March 26, 2003 states that OOS 
Non-Congestion Imbalance Energy Supplemental and OOS Non-Congestion Spin, N0n-spin, and 
Replacement Ancillary Services are eligible to set the historical MCP. As some t ~ t i o n s  were 
mis-logged, the CAISO will identify and correct the call types in order to accurately set the 
MCP. 

FERC ruled on October 16, 2003 in the California Refund proceeding, stating the CAISO's 
review of mis-logging would be limited to the GG exceptions already identified in the CAISO's 
Project X internal audit and all CoG exceptions should be considered as OOS transactions. The 
Commission also specified a procedure for the CAISO to determine whether the mis-logged 
OOS transactions were non-congestion transitions eligible to set the MCP. 

O U T L I N E  O F  P R O C E S S  

1 Bid Calculation 

2 MCP Analysis 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
All process listed below are to be completed by the CAISO unless otherwise stated. 

1 Bid Calculation 

1.1 Gather all GG Exceptions 

A Classify 72,000 records that were flagged as GG Exceptions in the Project X 
audit as OOS transa~ons 

1.2 Determine which of the OOS tzansactions at issue were entered into for non- 
congestion purposes 

A Investigate OSMOSIS records and Market Operations (MOIl) database. Flag 
applicable transactions with a 'reason code' indicating they were for non- 
congestion purposes. 
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Post  M h - l o g g i n g  I ssue  No  17 

1.0 
Version No. 

Version Date I /15 /04  
Effective Date 01/16/04 

2 

l) 
a) 

b) 
c) 

Reason Codes 

ESY - System Condition Energy 

OSS - Out of Sequence Supplemental Energy 

OSNS - Out of  Sequence Non Spin 

B Supplement the non-cungestion records identified in A above with any 
additional OOS non-congestion transactiom identified through the SLIC logs 

C The two steps above resuRed in 70,000+ OOS records being re-classified as 
non-congestion transactions eligible to set the MCP 

1.3 Identify bid points based on feas~ility segments 

A Available Capacity is calculated based on a Unit's Pmax, Final Hour Ahead 
Schedules, Regulation Up and Real Time Balancing Energy and Ex Post Pricing 
(BEEP) dispatch 

B The minimum of  the original OOS instruction or Available Capacity is used as 
the actual, final volume for each OOS transaction. 

C Utilize all Ara:illary Service bids in calculation of MCP and OOS Bids in order 
of  such: 

1) SE 

3) Non-Spin 

4) Spin 

D The remaining OOS quantity, after exhausting all bids, will become OOM 
dispatch 

E All OOM records will receive HEPP prior to data push to Settlements 

1.4 Gather market bids 

A OOS records 

1) Calculate weighted average bid price 

B OOM records 

1) Identify residual energy of  OOM with HEPP 

1.5 True OOS/OOM 

A True OOS/OOM records are the end result of  the step !.3 

MCP Analysis 

2.1 Gather old MCP for the intervals in which there were ntis-logged non-congestion 
dispatches, identified prior to Steps 1.1 and 1.2 above 
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Version No. 

AMENDMENT $1 Version Date 
Post Mis-10gging Issue No 17 Effective Date 

2.2 Identify highest bid price (under cap) for each energy type 

A October 2, 2000 to December 7, 2000 - $250 hard cap 

B December 8, 2000 to December 31, 2000 - $250 soft cap 

C January I, 2001 to Aprll 25, 2001 - $150 soft cap 

D April 26, 2001 to present - Flexible Soft Cap (FSC) 

2.3 Identify intervals where BEEP was split by congestion zone 

2.4 Override MCP for the applicable intervals 

2.5 Revise MCP with resulting numbers 

REFERENCES 

1 

2 

1.0 

1/15/04 
01/16/04 

CAISO's Amendment No. 51 filing in Docket No. ER03-746, and other pleadings filed by 
the CAISO in that Docket. 

October 16, 2003 FERC Order in the California refund proceeding (Dockets EL00-95, e t  

al.). 

ASSUMPTIONS 

1 The OSMOSIS database will be utilized to determine whether the GG exceptions are non- 
congestion transactions 

2 Scheduling and Logging for ISO in California (SLIC) records identified by the Project X 
team will be used as supporting document for re-categorization 

3 All OOS dispatches are incremental 

4 Only OOS dispatches for system condition dispatches are eligible to re-set MCP 

5 Bids above the MCP cap are not elig~le to re-set the MCP 

6 The Max Price of each service type is selected for MCP calculation 

7 Intervals where INC and DEC MCP are equal, both will be re-set to the same MCP 

8 Intervals where INC and DEC MCP are not equal, only the INC price will be re-set 

9 Remaining OOS quantities, after exhausting all bids, will be treated as OOM dispatches 

AFFECTED CHARGE TYPES 
The following is a list of potentially affected Charge Types 

• 4 0 1  • 4 5 1  • 452 
• 481 • 487 • 1010 
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AMENDMENT 51 
Post Mls-loggtng Issue No 17 

1.0 
Version No. 

Version Date 1/15/04 
Effective Date 01/16/04 

E X P E C T E D  I M P A C T  

1 Increase payment to suppliers of energy during the Refund Period 

2 Increase costs to purchasers of energy during the Refund Period 
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1 P U R P O S E  

This initial listing of frequentiy asked questions provides answers to specific SC questions 
raised dudng the Preparatory Rerun of the October to November 2000 period. The list of 
frequently asked questions will be supplemented as the rerun progresses. 

2 F R E Q U E N T L Y  A S K E D  Q U E S T I O N S  

1. File Headers 
1.1. What are the file headers and where can they be found? 

The CAISO file Specification contains the details regarding the files, including the 
headers. File Specification are published on the CAISO website. 
Link: www.caiso.corn/cliorltserv/setttQ mQnts/ 

2. File Format 
2.1. What ts the file format on the data disks? 

. 

. 

File Name 
Gross Intertie 

I GMC 

Ancillary services 
Imbalance Energy 
Preliminary 
Summery 
GMC Wheeling 
Zonal MCP 

Abbreviation 
G] 

GM 

AS 
IE 
P 

GW 
ZP 

Trade date range 
10/2/00- 12/11/00 
12/12/00 - 
12 /31 /00  
10/2/00- 12/11/00 
12/12/00 - 
12/31100 
10/2/00 - 6/20/01 
10/2/00 - 6/20/01 
10/2/00 - 6/20/01 

1/1/0t -6/20/01 
10/2/00 - 6120/01 

Spec File Version 
12.1 
12.2a 

12.1 
122a 

15.1 
15.1 
15.1 

15.1 
15.1 

Please note: As of 1/1/01, the Gross Intarfie (GI) and GMC (GM), files were replaced by 
the GMC Wheeling (GW) file. 

Dlepute Timetlne 
3.1. What is the dispute process for this re-run? 

The SC can dispute up to 30-businese day after the last day of the rerun month is 
published. For example, the SC can dispute up to Feb 17, 2004 for October 2000 data 
(30 business days from Jan 5, 2004, the day the CAISO published October 31, 2000). 

Data Delivery Tlmellne 
4.1. When can we expect the data disks? 

The data disk will be delivered on or before the day the statements are published. 
The CAISO will regularly send out market notices with the schedules for rerun 
adjustments and expected CD delivery dates. 

4.2. When wilt the re-run days show on the Settlement statements? 
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The CAISO publishes a Rerun calendar, including updates on market notices 
4.3. I received a rerun statements disk for October 02, 2000 to October 24, 2000. Are these 

all the dates that have been released so far? 
CAISO delivered: October 2, 2000 to October 24, 2000 on December 16, 2003; 
October 25, 2000 to November 13, 2000 on December 22, 2003; November 14, 
2000 to November 30, 2000 on January 6, 2004; and December 1, 2000 to 
December 5, 2000 on January 12, 2004. 

5. Dif~rence Between this Re-run and the FERC Compliance Case 
5.1. Please explain the difference between the Preparatory m-run and the FERC 

compliance re-run. 
The Preparatory re-run incorporates 17 primer/issues to establish a "baseline" 
database, to which the CAISO will apply the mit~ated pdces. Applying the mitigated 
prices occurs during the FERC compliance phase. During the FERC Compliance 
phase, no new data (other than the price changes) will be introduced. 

. Purpose of the Data Disks 
6.1. What are the data disks used for? 

The Data disk contains the rerun settlement detail files plus summaries for the detail 
files calculations, which will help the SCs in velidaUng their rerun statements, and the 
SCs will be invoiced based on the Prelim Statements at a later date (expected to 
occur as pad of a market cleadng after the refund rerun) 

7. Statement File Version used (production vs. m-run) 
7.1. Please explain the difference between the re-run and production statement file versions. 

The PSS is version 15.3, now updated to 15.4 while the CDs that were sent out were 
version 15.1. 

There is no difference between the file specifications in 15.1 and 15.4 except CAISO 
modified the charge type matrix. Whenever the Charge type Matrix changes, 
requiring that a new version number he assigned, the CAISO will update the version 
of the File Specification for consJstency with the Charge Type Matrix. 

7.2. The downloaded version and disk version of our Reruns are different. Which one should 
I use? 

The PSS is version 15.3, now updated to 15.4 while the CDs that were sent out were 
version 15.1. 

There is no difference between the file specifications in 15.1 and 15.4 except CAISO 
modified the charge type matrix. 

7.3. Which version are we going to be invoiced on? 
The CAISO will use the version in place at the time the invoice occurs. 
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8. Purpose of Re-ran 
8.1. Why are we doing this re-run? 

The Preparatory rerun is being done to correct the Settlements baseline date. The 
issues being corrected are outlined in Attachment A of the Settlements A-51 
Compliance filing. 

9. How to validate theStetemente based on the Disk 

9.1. The information downloaded and on the CD is different. Which one is right? 

Both are con'ect, The CD is based on the batch calculation, after including new 
information, but before performing the manual adjustments. 

The CD originally contained a breakdown of the rerun calculations and manual 
adjustments. This has created soma confusion among the SCs as the old manual 
adjustments or the "A" records are not needed to validate the statements. Beginning 
with re-run date Dec 1,2000 the CDs will no longer contain the "A" records. 
The adjustments that appear on the Preliminary rerun statement are the difference 
between the original settlements and the rerun "D" records from the CD. 

For examots: 
Original D record = $100.00 
Manual Adjustment = $20.00 

Original Summary = $120.00 
Rerun "D" record = $150.00 
A manual adjustment of additional $30.00 will appear on the SC's rerun statement. 
Please note: ff there is no diffemnoe between what was originally settled and rerun 
calculation: either an adjustment for $ 0.00 will appear on the Prelim Statement or no 
adjustments will be made. 

10. Responses from January 26, 2604 Con~renoe Call 
10.1. The ISO agreed to maintain e current document on its wet)site that will assist 

SCs in tracking the various versions of trede date data that have been issued. When 
wtll the ISO begin numbering versions as requested? 

ISO has posted on the web a rerun calendar that has all the information about any 
adjustments that the ISO made in addition to the schedule. The ISO Settlements 
System does not provide the requested varsioning on the manual adjustments. 

10.2. The ISO agreed to maintain an updated calendar for the Preparatory Rerun 
process on its webslte. Will the ISO include both projected data production dates as 
well as dispute deadlines as part of that calendar? If there is a rerun of a trade date, 
does that mean that all disputes for that date then have a new dispute window? If not, 
how does the ISO plan to distinguish between which aspects of that day have a new 
dispute window end which don~ in the updated calendar? 
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The ISO has posted the calendar on the ISO website on Friday January 30, 2004. 
Also the calendar has the updated dispute timeline and all the adjustments that the 
ISO made in addition to the schedule. 
The Dispute window in general will not be adjusted due to minor corrections. The 
overall dispute period was set to approximately 6 business weeks, so in most cases 
there will be sufficient time to review small charge changes that occur within this 
period. 

10.3. The ~SO stated on the call that the manual records relating to refund trade dates 
that are being published on individual SC current statements would be provided on a 
market-wide basis to requesting parties. We would like to request receiving these 
manual records for all SCs. 

The purpose of the Preparatory rerun is to correct the baseline data and rerun 
Settlements System amidst a tight schedule. The ISO has been providing information 
to all the SCs to validate their statements. Manual records for all SCs will not be 
published at this point. 

10.4. The ISO indicated that neutrality would be applied to pre--refund period 
adjustments. Does the ISO plan to have pre-refund participants pay for pre~refund 
adjustments? Did the "walling-off" requested by the ISO in Amendment 51 apply to pre- 
refund as well as refund period adjustments? 

Yes, The Pre-refund participants will pay for the Pre-refund period and the "wall o~  
applies to both the prior and the FERC Refund Period. 

10.5. How is it that the ISO is able to proceed with calculating the MMCP while there 
are potential changes to MCP that has not been through a review and dispute process? 
It is our understanding that any transection that is able to set MCP is also able to set 
MMCP. Does the ISO agree with this understanding? ff yes, would these MMCPs be 
preliminary in nature? 

Yes. The ISO is calculating a MMCP based on the set of additional non-congestion 
OOS transactions eligible to set the MCP provided by Settlements. To the extent 
this list of additional non-congestion OOS transactions is subject to a review and 
dispute process, these MMCPs may be considered preliminary. However, the 
ISO intents release these preliminary MMCPs and underlying data as soon as 
possible so that other aspects of how these preliminary MMCP were calculated 
may also be reviewed. The ISO hopes to release these preliminary MMCPs by 
the end of this week 

10.6. The Jan 26 Market Notice states that the ISO introduced new software to price 
Ancillary Services. We understand the ISO will describe the correction to the software 
in a "cookbook" explanation similar to that being provided for each of the Amendment 
51 preparatory adjustments. Has the ISO made other changes to its software that were 
not described in Amendment 51 that result in changes to prices or quantities that 
appear on settlement statements? 
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The ISO has made no other distinctive software changes after Amendment-51. 
But the ISO has continuously upgraded the software versions overtime, and the 
most cun'ent software version that was used in pmduc0on during the A-51 filing 
is used for the Preparatow rerun. 

10.7. The Jan. 26 Market Notice states that ISO discovered errors relating to Option B 
Price. Were these errors present in original ~ettlernent staternents? Are there other 
settlement errors that have been detected that were present in the onginal settlement 
statements? If so, what are they? 

Yes, the original statements contained errom pertaining to Option B Prices. ISO 
has and will continue communicating with the Market Participants regarding the 
errors that are encountered with the Rerun statements. 

10.8. The Jan. 26 Market Notice states that CAISO discovered errors in CT 401, 1010 
and 1210. Are these solely due to the three items listed below this statement? 

Yes. The reason for the errors was isolated to the three issues that were 
described in the market notice. 

10.9. The Jan. 26 Market Notice states that where the miss-logging correc~ons led to 
recalculated MCPs above OOS bids, manual adjustments will be made to compensate 
suppliers at the new MCP levels. Will the charges for this increase in compensation be 
allocated via CT1010, and when will such allocations be included in settlement 
statements? 

Yes. The corrections that appeared on the 11/25/03 Preliminary Statement 
consisted of beth the charge to the SCs under CT 401 and allocation of the 
charge to the market under CT 1010 and CT 1210. 

10.10. The Jan. 12 Market Notice gave notice of an error on the 11/5-11/20 statements, 
with respect to manual adjustments not having been reversed out. Was this error 
limited to the preparatory rerun or was some or all of the error also present in the 
original settlement statements? In the process of creating a new automatic run, does 
the ISO eliminate all previous manual adjustments? If so, why? 

The error was isolated to the Preparatory rerun only. The ISO reverses out the 
lest adjustments made and recalculates manual adjustments based on the new 
system calculations. The reason behind this is the old adjustments are made 
based on the old system celculation. There is one exception to this rule: disputes 
are not reversed and redone. 

10.11. On the ISO cell, the ISO indicated that it would study and report beck on what 
issues would change histodcel MCP. 

This information is provided in the Rerun Process Overview documents posted 
on the ISO web site under issue 17. 
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10.12. On the ISO call, the ISO indicated that it would study and report beck to us 
regarding written questions that were previously submitted on January 23, 2004 and 
that were not answered on the call. 

ISO will answer and po~ as many questions as possible by Tuesday, February 
3, 2004 on the CAISO wepsite. 

10.13. Given all the corrections being made to the daily seffiemanf statements, will the 
ISO also be reissuing market-wide data on CD's? Many of these corrections to 
settlement statements have occurred after CD's ware received by SCs. 

No, the ISO will not reissue the CDs as the errors were ~xed" with the manual 
workarounds and system recalculation was not required. Therefore the CD 
information did not change. 

10.14. Will the ISO provide details on what part of the November 14, 2003 FERC Order 
it is implementing in its reruns? 

The ISO will Implement all applicable parts of the Commission's order in the 
matter of Tariff Amendment 51, FERC Docket No.ER03-746. It will provide all 
relevant information as indicated to the Commission. 

10.15. For Preparatory rerun Issues #11, #15, and #17, the ISO had not previously 
provided dollar impacts in their Amendment 51 compliance filing, Attachment A. Now 
that the Preparatory rerun is underway for these issues, can the ISO provide estimated 
dollar impacts for these items? 

For issue 17, the ISO will publish the OLD MCP and the NEW MCP by Trade 
date, Trade hr and Sub hour interval on the ISO Website. Dollar impacts for AS 
software (issue 15) and Intra zonal Congestion (issue 11 ) are difficult to estimate, 
but ISO will continue to explore any summary data that can be provided. 

10.16. The Jan. 12 Market Notice gave notice of an error on the 11/5-11/20 statements, 
with respect to manual adjustments not having been reversed out. Was this error 
limited to the preparatory rerun or was some or all of the error also present in the 
original settlement statements? In the process of creating a new automatic run, does 
the ISO eliminate all previous manual adjustments? If so, why? 

To clarify, the ISO did not utilize a feasibility test to determine which of the 
transactions was OOS non-congestion. As directed i~ the FERC order, the ISO 
converted all GG exceptions to OOS, than used OSMOSIS and SLIC to identify 
which transactions ware non-congestion. Of the total 71,349 GG exceptions, 660 
were found ineligible to set the MCP because they ware congestion related. The 
ISO then determined which of 70,689 OOS non-congestion transactions involved 
pricing that would reset the MCP, as only these transactions would have been 
eligible tosat the MCP. The ISO looked at bids (price and quantity) for each of 
the OOS non congestion transactions and compared them to the actual dispatch 
level so that bids wore consistent with the actual volume of power dispatched 
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11. Neutramy 
11.1. Is the ISO preparatory rerun introducing the possibility for duplicate payments for 

neutrality? For example, consider the following: 
There are two periods: Period 1 and Period 2. Pertod 1 is dunng the refund period. 
Period 2 is after the refund period. 
Suppose in Period 2, a meter error was discovered relating to Period 1 and SC X 
supplied a larger quantity of energy to the ISO than was previously recognized. 
This meter error is corrected through a manual adjustment in Period 2 associated 
with the trade date in Period 1. 
Because the manual adjustment occurs in Period 2, participants In Period 2 paid for 
it through neutrality. This neutrality payment is associated with the Period 2 trade 
date. 
When the ISO conducts a preparatory rerun for Period 1 that absorbs this meter 
mistake into the automatic system, the automatic system calculates a new neutrality 
payment to pay for this adjustment, again. 
Because a neutrality payment was made to pay for this refund period adjustment 
outside of the refund period, the walled-off preparatory rerun does not see this. The 
preparatory rerun merely recalculates what neutrality should have been, and 
compared to the original neutrality records in the refund period, more money is due 
to the ISO. 
Thus, SCs in Period 1 will cumulatively pay the same neutrality adjustment that had 
already been paid in Period 2. 
ISO agrees up to Step # 11.4. 
Participants from Period 1 will hear the charges/credits for the neutrality and not from 
Period 2 even when the rerun adjustment is made during the Period 2. Therefore 
ISO does not agree with the rest of the example. 

12. Energy Exchange 
12.1. Will the ISO provide a summaw of the vadous Energy Exchange Program (EEP) 

including the dates they ware effective and the return ratios associated with them? 
Yes. The EEP summary has been posted on the web at 
htto'J/www.caise.com/docs/2004/02/20/2004022016375212796.xls. 

122. According to the cookbook, under "Expected Impact" #1, the ISO states it will 
reverse all previously made manual adjustments associated with the energy exchange. 
Will the ISO provide the database that results from that reversal? 

Yes. The ISO will provide the detail on the CDs, in settlement details with the new 
manual adjustments. The reversals will he only for the months of NovO0, Dec00 and 
Jun01, as these are the only months previously in production. And the reversals are 
only for BA 2970, as there have been no allocations of EEP net costs to date. 

12.3. In the Background section of the cookbook, the ISO states, "with the advent of 
Amendment 33, effective December 8, 2000, the excess costs were allocated to the net 
uninstructed deviations in the retum pedod." Does "excess costs" here refer to total 
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costs of energy natumed or the costs of energy above the MCP? Can the ISO confirm 
that this is different than the newly calculated .net costs" which will be allocated 
according to net negative deviation over the receiving period? 

The cookbook reference, "with the advent of Amendment 33, effective December 
8, 2000, the excess costs were allocated to the net uninstructed deviations in the 
return pedod," is to excess cost of energy above the MCP. This is different from the 
EEP "net costs". [Excess cost of energy above the MCP is any MW that is procured 
above MCP, not only EEP MWs. EEP "net costs" may include MWs procured above 
MCPJ 

12.4. According to the cookbook, the ISO calculates net costs when an "energy 
exchange account is dosed or reaches a zero MWh balance." Does the zero MWh 
balance condition account for the exchange multiple or is it counting received and 
retumed MWh one for one? 

Yes. The "zero MWh balance condition" in an EEP account is considering the 
exchange multiple. Each exchange account has a running total of MWs to be 
returned until the exchange agreement is fully satisfied. 
Example: 
"Zero MWh balance condition" is achieved when CAISO borrows 100 MWs at 1:2 
ratios from Control Area XY-Z and ratums 200 MWs the next day, and no other 
exchange MWs have been received from Control Area XYZ prior to the ratum of the 
200th ~ .  
"Zero MWh balance condition" is achieved when CAISO borrows 100 MWs at 1:2 
ratio from Control Area ABC, returns 25 MWs the same day during off peak hours, 
the next day again borrows 100 MWs at 1:2 ratio from Control Area ABC, then 
ratums 375 MWs five days later without borrowing any more MWs from Control Area 
ABC prior to the rotum of the 400th MW or last MW to be returned. 

12.5. Is CT1487 the charge type for accumulating the net costs for an energy 
exchange program but not for alloc~ng the net costs? The settlement records 
produced thus far in the preparatory rerun process do indicate CT1487 as holding the 
total amount but not being used to allocate that total amount, ff CT1487 is not the 
allocation charge type, which charge type is used to allocate the amounts calculated in 
CT1487? The ISO's Amendment 51 compliance filing indicates that CT487 will be used 
to allocate the amounts calculated in CT1487. If CT487 is used for holding the 
allocation amounts, what charge type is used before December 12, 2000? 

Yes. Charge Type (CT) 1487 is used for allocating the net costs. See question 
2.9 below for information regarding the CT 1487 transection on November 30, 
2000. Business Associate 2970 (SCID ISO1 ) is the "pseudo" account for 
accumulating the net costs. There are no CT 1487 allocations to date because 
none of the EEP accounts have reached a -zero MWh balance condition" during 
the preparatory rerun. CT 487 is the CT for allocating "excess costs" from CT 
481. 

12.6. Is the allocation of CT1487 amounts conducted using manual records? 
No. The sett~ment system identifies the EEP transactions, identifies the EEP 
users, and calculates the "net cost" allocation. The allocation will be entered as a 
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"manual" adjustment in order to provide additional information in the comment 
field. 

12.7. On what trade date, will the allocation of CT1487 amounts appear? 
The EEP "net cost" allocations will appear for the first time shortly after the tirst 
exchange account achieves a ~zem MWh balance condition" on trade date 
12/18/00. 

12.8. Do the settlement files record the allocation quantity for the individual SCs (as 
well as the total) that the ISO calculates in order to perform its allocation of CT1487 
amounts? 

Yes. Each SC will have the detail of their individual billable quantity, settlement 
amount, and a comment. The comment field will provide the total details from 
which the allocation was calculated. Example: "ENERGY EXCHANGE 
PROGRAM FOR ACCOUNT PACW CISO EXCH FROM 10-DEC-2000 TO 31- 
DEC-2000. TOTAL AMOUNT = 3008"137.5~ TOTAL UE = -147451.7089" 

12.9. The sample comment given in the cookbook (Assumptions #3) does not match 
the style of comment that appears for SC 2970 on November 30, 2000. The November 
30, 2000 record lacks the details that appear in the sample comment. Why is this the 
case? 

Business Associate 2970 (SC_ID ISO1 ) Is only a "pseudo" business associate 
(i.e. holding account). An end of month bansaction is generated by the system to 
avoid producing a seffiement invoice for BA 2970. Note the balance for BA 2970 
is zero for November. At the end of any month with allocations, the allocations 
will also be included in the system-generatod CT 1487 transection. 

12.10. How does the ISO plan to treat energy exchange programs that begin during the 
refund period but that do not close out until after the refund period? 

All exchange accounts between the CAISO and other control areas were zero as 
of June 20, 2001. 

12.11. Please explain the mathodology for determining the price of energy exchange 
transactions both in the receiving and the return periods. 

The mcelvlng perlod energy is treated as Out-Of-Sequence (OOS) Insb'ucted 
Energy and is valued at the Incremental MCP for the interval. The returning 
period energy is treated as Real-Time Operation Adjustments and is valued at 

• the Incremental Price for the interval to ensure the retum energy value includes 
any abova-MCP energy costs that may have been incurred. 

12.12. Specifically, in the receiving period, did the ISO price the value of the energy 
based on the "incremental energy = it would othenNlae have purchased from the market, 
or the average price of the energy it did purchase, or soma other approach? In the 
delivery period, did the ISO price the cost of the energy based on the highest price 
energy purchased by the ISO, or the average price of all energy purchased, or some 
other approach? 

Receiving and Ratuming period energy is valued as 'lnccemental'. Receiving is 
'Incremental MCP' and Returning is 'lncremantal Price to include excess cost'. 
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12.13. What was the basis for whatever approach the ISO used? 
The ISO determined the program allocation based on cost causation. The total 
cost to bring the market seffiemeflt neutral are shifted back to the original net 
negative deviators, whose initial shortfall necessitated the transaction. 

13. Master Fi le.  Issue # 5 

13.1. We have not seen any impacts yet from Issue #5. Can the ISO verify that the 
issue does not affect settlements until after December 5, 2000? Previous ISO guidance 
stated that Issue #5 started November 6, 2000. 

Yes. Issue 5 affects Settlements from December 2000 onwards. 

14. AS Obligation - Issue # 15 
14.1. Given the error in software as described by the ISO in its Issue #15 

documentation, how did the ISO achieve balance in payments and receipts for ancillary 
services in the original settlements? With this software fix, does something need to be 
reversed on the original settlements beyond the charge types of ancillary service 
payments due to the ISO? 

The pro rata share amot~nts were adjusted between those SCs that had AS 
obligation to achieve balance. 
No, nothing is reversed on the onginal statement. The Settlements System will 
generate Deltas (difference between the Renan calculation and the Ohginal 
calculation) that appears on the SCs statements in the form of manual 
adjustments. 

"-.xml~le:l 

)HOIn(il 
~¢un CD 

15. R E S P O N S E S  FROM APRIL 15, 2004 CONFERENCE CALL 

15.1. As odglnal satttemants are being compared to re-runs, I am noticing that the 
prices reflected in the original settlements are notas they arrear on the statements. In 
other words, if one wore to take a value and divide it by quantity, one would obtain a 
different prica other that the pdca noted In the settlement statements. I mention this 
because what I am seeing is that as manual records are reversed and re-billed a 
different amount and qty is invoiced. As I compare the settlements on the bid curves I 
am noticing that in some cases settled prices are lower than bid in for OOS and In- 
sequance bids. Can the ISO please explain why this is the case and if a correction is 
planned? Also, the other concam is the change in the quantity during the refund phase? 

We need to review a sample data set to determine out why the Prices are 
diffemnL Below are some examples of when the SC can expect to see the Price 
change: 

oos [oos Prk:e] 
1.11 i $300.00 
1.11 $300.00 

Bq~rtse In 8eq MCP IBq* Price I CT 401 BQ 
($333.00) 1.01 $250.00 ($252.50) 2.12 
($333.00) 1.01 $250.00 {$252.50) 2.12 

CT 401 Price _ _ 8tlmt ~ 
$276.18 ($585.50) 
$276.18 ($585:50) 
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I 
mManual J I N A I  NA ; NA I 

NA NA NA IS 
In Example 1 

OOS = 1.11 ~ * $300 = ($333.00) 
In Seq = 1.01 IVNV" $250 = ($252.50) 

Total STLM AMT = ($585.5) (that is (333.00) +(252.50)) 

I Price = $(585.5) / 2.12MW = $276.18 

Example:2 
OOS Price Bq • Price In SaK I MCP Bq " price CT 401 BQ I CT 401 Price 

Original 45.9 $250.00 11,475.0~ $0.00 $250.00 $0.00 4 5 . 9  $250.00 
R ~ n  19.5 $250.00 (4,875.00) $0.00 $250.00 $0.00 19.56 $250.00 
RR Manual AdJ NA NA NA NA NA NA -19.56 $337.42 

_sUrer 
(S.:l.475.oo  
 4,87s._  I 

In Example 2 
OOS = 45.9 MWH" $250 = ($11,475) 

Fo¢ Rerun 
On CD 

OOS = 19.56 MW "$250 = ($4,875) 
First calculate the dollar adjustment: 

STLMT AM'r = $5,600 (($4,875) - ($11,475)) 
Then thesyatem calculates the rerun BQ of 19.6 MW (when the Bill Qty changes 
between the original and rerun, the system uses the rerun BQ to calculate Delta) 

and back calculates a price of $335.03 
Therefore, 

Price = $6,600/19.6MW = $335.03 

15.2. How does the ISO calculate the CT 485 Pdce? Houdy vs. Sub hourly? 
The CT 485 is an hourly chmge type. The CT 485 Price is twice the highest price 
paid in an hour. (It is 2 times the highest interval price during the hcor). Please 
refer to the following link: 
htto://www.caiso.com/docs/2000/12/08/2000120814344720866, pdf 

15.3. Can the CAISO please explain the reason for reversing CT 485-1nsufTjciont 
Response to AWE Instruction daily and re-billing with the last trade date of the month 
for the whole month? This is very deceiving as one monitors the daily flnandal impact 
of the re-runs and adds an extra layer of review to an already complex process. 

The last trade date of each month is used for CT485 calculation out of necessity. 
CT485 Is calculated manually (by the ISO'a Compliance Department) and the 
pace of the rerun made daily presentation of the data infeasible. Rather than 
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leave it out of this phase, we Instead chose to use month-end for data 
presentation. Many of these prices will be mitigated during the next phase of the 
process. Please refer to the market notice that want out on January 26, 2004. 

15A. My initial review of the preparatory calendar showed May 7,2004 as the cutoff for 
Dec 2000 disputes, however, I recently double checked the dates and noticed April 
30,2004, as the Dec 2000 dispute cutoff. Can the CAISO please explain the reason for 
the change in the cutoff? 

The cutoff date was originally changed from 5/7 back to 4/30 for tariff 
consistency. The "30 business days from the last trade date of the month 
statement publishing" requirement from FERC results in a due date of 4130 and 
not 5/7. This date was changed, but since the ISO plans to extend that date to 
support PX timing. "The new extended dispute timaline for December 00 will be 
May 28, 2004. An updated rerun calendar is posted on the ISO web site. 

15.5. For the month of Dec 2000, the ISO stopped the re-run procass partially due to 
manual line items that ware reversed that should not have been reversed. The CAISO 
want back and corrected soma of these reversals but not all, is the CAISO done with 
this process? 

Yes, the ISO is done with known production work for December 2000. Additional 
adjustments may occur, based on disputed items. 

15.6. Please confirm or deny whether soma dispute related manual adjustments are 
automatically corrected by the system rerun, ff the previous statement is confirmed, 
please indicate whether ISO has reversed that subset of disputed related manual 
adjustments and how SCs can identify those corrections. 

Yes, soma manual disputes are corrected by the system re-run. Specifically, 
disputes relating to the OOM call, which have been uploaded into a system 
template. Yes, the ISO has reversed these manual disputes and they can be 
identified by reading the description text, which states, "dispute reversal'. In 
addition the following Ref Ids can also be used: R71, R4, R5. 
Disputes that are not fixed in the Prep rerun will be fixed with the Refund Rerun. 

15.7. Please confirm or deny whether the second set of Systsm Rerun resulted in a 
different set of allocation factors than the ones calculated from the first set of System 
Rerun. Deny. The alk~?,ation factors (mMereb demand) did not change between the first 
run and the second run. The generation mater data for PX was not zeroed out where 
the SC was getting charged for load and paid for the Generation. Also the PMAX value 
used was incorrect. Therefore the rerun calculations impacted Imbalance Energy, No 
Pay, UFE atc 

15.8. Please describa tha process ISO goes through to identify Reversels and New 
adjustments. 

Reversing out previous adjustments is a manual process. The latest adjustments have to 
be reversad. The analyst can identify the latest adjustments based on the file 
date/creation date. The reversals will have a mf id of either R# or RN#. 
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15.9. Please state when the "cutover" took place (by file date and trade date) from 
System Rerun 1 end System Rerun 2 and back to the System Rerun 1. Please state 
when each "cutover" Settlement Statement and the CDs containing Detail Files were 
sent out to the SCs. Furthermore, please state when complete sets of Settlement Files 
(Settlement Statements and corresponding Detail Files) ware sent out to the SCs 
The ISO has posted the rerun calendar on the web that shows all the dates when the 
ISO published the date. The CDs also had the dates they ware mailed to the SCs on 
the label. 

15.10. Please explain in detsil w'nat quality control measures am in place to coordinate 
all the manual adjustments that are being made by multiple analysts. In addition, please 
explain what sort of quality control measures are in place to validate whether ISO has 
made all Rerun related adjustments correctly. 

There is no way to ensure 100% accuracy across the board in any business process. 
But the ISO has introduced significant internal controls to ensure accuracy with the rerun 
statements. Soma of the controls are: 

• Internal audit team: that reviews all the rerun processes, ensures documentation 
is current. 

• SAS 70 system audit: to ensure the system generates the results as they are 
expected to. 

• Internal Validation: A validator has been assigned who ensures all the 
adjustments made follows some guidelines. 

• Documentation: all process are well documented and updated regularly 
• Training: Extensive in-house training is provided to all analyst to ensure 

consistency and accuracy 

16. ASSUMPTIONS 
16.1. The answers provided are based on general quesUons related to the Preparatory 

Rerun. SC specific questions may vary and should be handled on a case-by-case basis. 
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Certificate of Service

I hereby certify that I have this day served a copy of this document upon

the email listserv established by the Commission for Docket No. EL00-95-000.

Dated this 16th day of April, 2010 at Washington, D.C.

____/s/ Michael Kunselman___
Michael Kunselman
(202) 756-3395
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